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Abstract

FGF8 Function in the Patterning of the Midbrain and Anterior Hindbrain

Candace L. Chi

The midbrain and cerebellum develop from a region of the early neural tube

comprising two distinct territories known as the mesencephalon (mes) and

rostral metencephalon (met; rhombomere 1), respectively. Development of the

mes and met is thought to be regulated by molecules produced by a signaling

center, termed the isthmic organizer (ISO), which is localized at the boundary

between them. The secreted signaling molecules, FGF8 and WNT1, have been

implicated as key components of IsO signaling activity. Previous experiments

have demonstrated that Fgf8 is necessary for mes/met development, but how

Fgf8 functions in the IsO is unclear. Here, we have studied the function of FGF8

in mouse mes/met development using the Cre-lox conditional gene inactivation

approach. In our mutant embryos, expression of functional Fgf8 was transiently

detected by in situ hybridization, but then was eliminated in the mes/met by the

10 somite stage (~ E8.75). We characterized the timing of CRE activity from Enl

Cre using two CRE reporter lines, Z/AP and R26R, and found that robust CRE

activity was not observed until the 7 somite stage (~ E8.5). The inactivation of

Fgf8 resulted in a failure to maintain expression of Wnt1 as well as Fgfl7, Fgfl3,

and Gbx2 in the mes/met at early somite stages, and in the absence of the

midbrain and cerebellum at E17.5. Also, at E10.5, the cranial nerves at the

midbrain (n/II) and isthmus (n/V) were not detected in our mutants using whole

iv



mount immunohistochemistry against neurofilament. We show that a major

cause of the deletion of these structures is ectopic cell death in the mes/met

between the 7 to 30 somite stages, by whole mount Nile Blue Sulfate and TUNEL

assays. Interestingly, we found that the prospective midbrain was deleted at an

earlier stage than the prospective cerebellum. We observed a remarkably similar

pattern of cell death in Wnt1 null homozygotes, and also detected ectopic

mes/met cell death in En1 null homozygotes. Our data show that Fgf8 is part of a

complex gene regulatory network that is essential for cell survival in the

mes/met.

|C)
ail R. Martin

Gráduate Advisor
fofessor

UCSF, Department of Anatomy
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Anterior-Posterior Patterning of the Prospective
Midbrain and Rostral Hindbrain



Chapter 1, Introduction

Overview of brain development

The vertebrate central nervous system arises from a group of ectodermal cells

that differentiate into CNS in response to developmental cues. In the mouse,
-

these cues include signals from the posterior margin of the embryo and the

gastrula organizer (reviewed in Beddington and Robertson, 1998). The resulting

structure, the neural plate, begins simply as a relatively flat epithelial sheet of
-sºº. "

column-shaped cells whose lateral edges eventually roll up, align, and fuse z -

together along the future dorsal midline to form the neural tube (Kaufman, 1979; º
* -

reviewed in Lawson et al., 2001). Arising from the anterior end of the neural

tube, the brain develops into a labyrinthine structure of astounding complexity.

The remainder of the more posterior neural tube becomes the spinal cord, which

consists of reiterated, superficially generic subunits (reviewed in Lumsden and

Krumlauf, 1996).

One of the earliest overt signs of patterning in the nascent brain is the

partitioning of the anterior neural tube into three primary vesicles along the

anterior-posterior (A-P) axis. At this point in development, the brain somewhat

resembles an hour glass with three interconnected bulbs. Classically, the

resulting vesicles have been designated the prospective forebrain

(prosencephalon), the midbrain (mesencephalon), and the hindbrain

(rhombencephalon). The timing of the neural tube closure and A-P partitioning



steps differ among vertebrate models. For example, in the chick, the partitioning

occurs moments after neural tube formation (as demonstrated in the chick stages,

Hamburger and Hamilton, 1992). However, in the mouse, the primary vesicles

form roughly half a day before neural tube closure in the brain (Kaufman, 1979;

reviewed in Ybot-Gonzalez et al., 2002).

These initial compartments are a prelude to further regionalization of the

brain into subregions which later perform specialized tasks in the adult

(reviewed in Lumsden and Krumlauf, 1996). As development proceeds, the brain

further subdivides into five secondary vesicles. The prospective forebrain divides

into two vesicles, the telencephalon and the diencephalon. Adult structures that

arise from the telencephalon include the olfactory bulbs (scent), the hippocampus

(memory), and the cerebrum (higher thought). The diencephalon forms the retina

(vision), the epithalamus (pineal gland, endocrine secretion), the thalamus

(auditory and visual relay center), and the hypothalamus (homeostasis). The

prospective midbrain gives rise to the optic lobes and tectum (visual input

integration) in addition to tracts linking the forebrain and hindbrain. Like the

prosencephalon, the prospective hindbrain divides further into the two vesicles

of the prospective anterior hindbrain (metencephalon comprising rhombomeres

1 and 2) and posterior hindbrain (myencephalon). The metencephalon forms the

cerebellum (coordination) and pons (tracts linking the cerebrum and cerebellum,

in mammals only). The medulla (reflex center) forms from the myencephalon

(reviewed in Gilbert, 2000).

Another perspective on the overall A-P organization of the neural tube is

offered by several models that posit that the vertebrate brain is metameric, or

segmented. The patent example is the prospective hindbrain which forms a

-
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transient series of seven to eight segments, known as rhombomeres, that are

marked by expression of distinct combinations of Hox (vertebrate homologs of

Drosophila homeotic) genes. Another hallmark of segmental behavior is that the

rhombomere (r) compartments do not display cell mixing between neighbors, as

demonstrated by tissue transplantation studies (reviewed Ingham, 1991; Guthrie

and Lumsden, 1991; reviewed in Lumsden and Krumlauf, 1996). Along similar

lines, there is evidence mainly stemming from observing the spatial patterns of

homeobox and other genes' expression that the prospective forebrain may

perhaps be divided into 6 segments, termed prosomeres (Puelles and Rubenstein,

1993; Rubenstein et al., 1994). The organization of the prospective midbrain is

more cryptic. So far, there does not appear to be a specific marker gene,

homeobox-containing or otherwise, that is uniquely expressed in the entire

mesencephalon (mes) at these early stages (except for transitory expression of

Wnt1 at the -1-4 somite stage, which is then rapidly down-regulated, see below).

Notably, its immediate neighbor, r1, also lacks specific homeobox gene

expression, an exception among the other, more posteriorly located

rhombomeres (Irving and Mason, 2000). Since these two juxtaposed regions,

spanning the mesencephalon and anterior metencephalon (r.1), together known

as the mes-met, do not appear to be clonally segregated from each other

(Jungbluth et al., 2001; reviewed in Irving and Mason, 2000), they are perhaps

unsegmented (reviewed in both Joyner 1996; Lumsden and Krumlauf, 1996).

In addition to the process of A-P determination, the brain also undergoes

dorsoventral (D-V) patterning. Beginning at the early neural plate stages, the

prospective brain can be divided along the roof (dorsal midline), alar (dorsal),

basal (lateral), and floor (ventral) plates. The process of D-V patterning, mainly



studied in the spinal cord, is influenced by underlying mesoendodermal tissue.

Because the early developing brain displays both A-P and D-V partitioning, it is

sometimes envisioned as a Cartesian grid, where the coordinates of the axes

determines regional fate (reviewed in both Lumsden and Krumlauf, 1996; Wurst

and Bally-Cuif, 2001).

The isthmic organizer (IsC) confers A-P pattern in the mes-met

The developmental concept of an organizer first began when Hilda Mangold and

Hans Spemann transplanted a group of cells from the dorsal lip onto the

prospective ventral side of an early newt embryo. When the embryo that

received the ectopic dorsal grafts developed, it displayed a double dorsal

phenotype, essentially siamese twins connected at the belly. From these studies,

Mangold and Spemann discovered that the dorsal lip possessed the special

ability to recruit ventral cells, which normally would have become the belly, into

the formation of ectopic dorsal structures, including notochord, neural tube, and

Somites. Conversely, when the dorsal lip was removed from the embryo, the

embryo did not form dorsal structures, and instead became a large belly piece.

This ability of one tissue to instruct another was termed induction, in reference to

the physical ability of an electric current in one wire to induce a separate current

in a different wire (reviewed in Gilbert, 2000). The dorsal lip became known as

the primary organizer, because it organized cells in the embryo to develop the

main dorsal axis with clear A-P and D-V organization. Aside from primary axis

induction, more recent studies have provided evidence for other potential

patterning centers in the vertebrate embryo, known as secondary organizers,

necessary for patterning and outgrowth of particular structures (including the



brain, limb, tail). For the A-P development of the brain, three potential secondary º |

organizers have been identified within the neural epithelium: the anterior neural Tºº .

ridge (Shimamura et al., 1997), the zona limitans, and the isthmus (reviewed in º s

Shimamura et al., 1995; Joyner, 1996; Liu and Joyner, 2001; Martinez, 2001; Wurst * * -

and Bally-Cuif, 2001). They potentially pattern the different regions of the

prospective telencephalon, diencephalon, and the mes/met, respectively. Of the

three, the isthmic organizer (ISO), located at the mes/met boundary, is the best º

characterized and understood.

The first major insight for how A-P patterning is achieved in the vertebrate ... --

brain came from studies in early chick and quail embryos which brain vesicles

were surgically manipulated (for more information on the chick-quail chimera - ...----" cº

system, see Teillet et al., 1999). These studies, which included heterotopic tissue * - 'o

graft transplantation in the neural tube (Martinez et al., 1991; Itasaki et al., 1991; º
- . º

Gardner and Barald, 1991; Bally-Cuif and Wassef, 1994; Martinez et al., 1995;
* - º

Bloch-Gallego et al., 1996; Irving and Mason, 2000) and mesencephalon vesicle º -
*** * r s

inversions (Marin and Puelles, 1994), demonstrated that the boundary region

residing between the prospective midbrain and anterior hindbrain, known as the º,

MHB, possesses the unique ability to induce an ectopic, organized structure of º
f

mes-met character depending on where it is transplanted within the host -, *

neuroepithelium. (The term, “MHB,” is somewhat inexact because it refers to a º
neck of tissue connecting the mes and met at Hamburger-Hamilton (HH) st11 º
(for chick staging, please see Hamburger-Hamilton, 1992), also known as the > ■ º º

-- .

isthmus, and is not synonymous with the absolute “mes/met border." Hence, in
º

the text, MHB represents the mes/met border and tissue in its immediate vicinity º º

within the rostral-most met.) The prospective diencephalon (consisting of p1 and
- º

º



p2; see Bloch-Gallego et al., 1996) and anterior midbrain regions can be induced

by MHB grafts to develop into ectopic structures characteristic of more posterior

midbrain and anterior hindbrain (cerebellum). These induced structures display

a clear polarity: tissue most proximal to the graft develops into structures of

cerebellar and posterior midbrain character, whereas tissue further away

develops more anterior midbrain characteristics. This situation is similar to the

organization of the normal mes-met in the sense that the cerebellum and

posterior midbrain are the closest structures, and the anterior midbrain is further

away. Hence, in the situation where an ectopic MHB is induced, often the

induced midbrain is a mirror image of the normal midbrain. Transplants of the

MHB into posterior hindbrain regions (r2-r5) induced ectopic cerebellar

structures, but only within the alar plate (Martinez et al., 1995). Grafts of the IsO

into the neuroepithelium beyond the described regions, anterior of the rostral p2

boundary or posterior of the caudal rS boundary, do not induce ectopic mes-met

structures (reviewed in Wurst and Bally-Cuif, 2001; and references therein). The

converse experiment, to determine if the mes/met develops in the absence of

MHB, could not be performed because the organizer regenerates from the

boundary where midbrain tissue abuts the anterior hindbrain, similar to border

regeneration when odd and even rhombomere are juxtaposed (Irving and

Mason, 1999).

The physical properties of the mes and the met are different from those of the

segmented rhombomeres. First, cells of the mes and met appear to freely mix

together, unlike cells in neighboring rhombomeres (Jungbluth et al., 2001).

Second, unlike the interrhombomeric boundaries, the mes/met border is a region

of high cell proliferation which is particularly pronounced along the dorsal-most



edge. Eventually the MHB becomes a cell-poor histic region, known as the

isthmus, located at the isthmo-mesencephalic boundary. Interestingly, the mes

met border is initially located within the prospective caudal end of the

mesencephalon (~day (E) 8.5 in mouse, -HH stage 9 in chick, - 6-9 somite stage),

and is anterior to the morphological constriction between the vesicles of the

prospective mesencephalon and metencephalon until later stages, when the

constriction moves rostrally and becomes coincident (by ~E9.5 in mouse, -HH18

in chick, - 35 somite stage) (Martinez and Alvarado-Mallart, 1989; reviewed in

both Martinez 2001; Liu and Joyner, 2001, and references therein).

Gene expression patterns in the mes/met

During its early development, the mes/met is marked by the dynamic

expression of several genes, including the Otx1/2 gene family, Gbx2, Pax2/5,

En1/2 gene family, Wnt1, and Fgf8/17/18 gene family, which generally are first

detected in diffuse domains that eventually become more restricted (see Fig. 1.1).

Most of these genes encode homologs of Drosophila transcription factors and

Secreted growth factors involved in setting up early regions and/or

developmental compartments in the fly (reviewed in Ingham 1991), and have

been demonstrated to be important in developmental contexts in the vertebrate

embryo (including the limb, eye, and somites). A series of both gain of function

and loss of function experiments has provided evidence for the involvement of

these genes during outgrowth and patterning of the mes/met. The following is

an overview of their sequential expression patterns in the mouse within the

mes/met, beginning at ~E7.5/E8.0 and persisting past ~E12.5, using the more

precise system of staging by somite number at the early neural plate and
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Figure 1.1. Summary of mes/met marker gene expression. Brains are all shown
in dorsal views, and brackets mark the regions of the mes and met (based on
molecular markers) at the 7 somite and E9.0 (day) stages. Light stippling
indicates slight overlap in gene expression (i.e., Otx2 and Gbx2). Stripes indicate a
shared region of expression (i.e., Pax2 and En1). Dots indicate light gene
expression (i.e., Wnt1 and Fgf8).
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neurulation stages (E8.0 - E9.0, the 1 - 20 somite stage; each somite pair takes

approximately 1 1/2 hours to form, Tam, 1986). While there are slight differences

in marker gene expression, in terms of timing and particular homolog, among

the different vertebrate models (with more similarities among mice and chick

and more deviation in zebrafish), they seem to be generally conserved. For a

detailed survey of the timing of mes/met gene expression among vertebrate

models, please see the review by Rhinn and Brand, 2001.

At presomite stages, during the mid-gastrulation stage (E7.5), the

presumptive mes/met boundary is initially marked by the apposition of Otx2

and Gbx2 expression (Fig. 1.1). The two genes encode mutually antagonistic

transcription factors and exhibit complementary expression patterns in the

prospective brain region. Initially, their borders are fuzzy and slightly

overlapping but eventually at later stages (see below), perhaps due to positive

and negative signals from the mesendoderm (Ang et al. 1994), the borders

sharpen at the MHB into mutually exclusive, adjacent territories. In particular,

Otx2, a homolog of the homeobox gene orthodenticle, is expressed throughout the

prospective midbrain and forebrain, and its caudal border marks the posterior

limit of the mes (Millet et al., 1996); whereas, Gbx2 (gastrulation brain homeobox

2, named for its expression primarily in those regions, also known as StraZ and

MMoxA), a homeobox homolog of unplugged, is expressed in the prospective

anterior hindbrain (r1-r3), and its rostral border marks the anterior limit of the

met (Bouillet et al., 1995; Wasserman et al., 1997; reviewed in following papers,

Simeone 2000; Joyner et al., 2000: Wurst and Bally-Cuif, 2001).

Shortly before the formation of the embryonic head fold (between E7.5 and

E8.0) or the first somite, Pax2 is expressed in a broad stripe at the presumptive

11



MHB, partially overlapping with the Gbx2 and Otx2 expression domains. The

Pax gene family encodes a transcription factor, containing a paired domain, that

is a homolog of paired. At this stage, the Pax2 expression domain appears to be

broad and encompasses the entire presumptive mes/met (Rowitch and

McMahon, 1995). At later stages, Pax2 expression retracts into a more compact

band centered at the mes/met border.

At the 1 somite stage (E8.0), two new markers, En 1 and Wnt1, appear in the - s

mes-met, within the Pax2 expression region (Rowitch and McMahon, 1995).

Expression of En1, a homolog of the fly transcription factor engrailed, is diffuse

and initially marks the entire prospective midbrain and anterior hindbrain along

the A-P extent. However, a few somites later in development, expression retracts
- - - -

into a double gradient, that extends from the mes/met border into the caudal

portion of the mes and the rostral portion of the met (Davis et al., 1988; Davis et º
º

al, 1991; McMahon et al., 1992). EN1/2 expression is the earliest marker for

midbrain polarity, and the amount of its expression correlates with later

retinotectal projections. The rostral tectum displays minimal EN expression,

whereas the caudal tectum has an increasing amount of EN expression. Later, the

temporal retinal afferents normally project toward rostral tectum, whereas the

nasal retina project onto caudal tectum (reviewed in Lumsden and Krumlauf,

1996). A homolog of wingless, Wnt1 encodes a secreted glycoprotein signaling

molecule (reviewed in both Nusse and Varmus, 1992; Wodarz and Nusse, 1998).

Diffuse Wnt1 expression initially marks the entire prospective midbrain. Later

Wnt1 expression decreases in the anterior compartment of the mes until

eventually it is only expressed in an incomplete ring at the posterior limit of the

mes (noticeably absent in the floor plate), and along the lateral edges of the mes

12



and diencephalon which later form the dorsal midline (McMahon et al., 1992;

Parr et al., 1993). At around the 1 to 3 somite stage, Otx1 expression also begins

in the same regions as Otx2 (reviewed in Liu and Joyner, 2001).

The 3 to 5 somite stage marks the onset of the expression of Fgf8, Pax5, and

En2. Fgf8, encoding a secreted protein of the fibroblast growth factor (Fgf) family,

is first expressed in a somewhat diffuse band along the rostral border of the met

(Crossley and Martin, 1995). Pax5 expression overlaps that of the existing pattern

of Pax2, and extends slightly beyond the rostral and caudal limits of Pax2

expression. Likewise, the gene family member En2 overlaps and extends beyond

En1 expression (reviewed in Wurst and Bally-Cuif, 2001, and references therein).

Near this stage, by the 6 somite stage, Fgfl7 and Fgfl&, closely-related to Fgf8,

also become expressed at the MHB (Maruoka et al., 1998; Xu et al., 1999; C.L.C.

and G.R.M., unpublished results).

The 6 to 7 somite stage marks a special period when the borders of Otx2 and

Gbx2 expression sharpen to focus at the mes-met boundary, and the above gene

expression patterns begin to restrict into more compact regions. In particular, the

expression of the gene family pairs, Pax2/5 and En1/2, become stripes centered

at the mes/met border. Perhaps more distinctive and provocative are the

expression patterns of Wnt1 and Fgf8, which become located in tight adjacent

bands at the mes-met border, Wnt1 at the caudal-most mes and Fgf8 at the

rostral-most met. The consensus model is that the initial fuzzy gene expression

patterns represent the tentative location of the mes/met border, but eventually

the definitive border is set when the expression patterns tighten, and at this point

the ISO has reached the maintenance phase (reviewed in both Liu and Joyner,

2001; Wurst and Bally-Cuif, 2001).

13



In the situation of an ectopic mes/met, induced by transplanted MHB tissue,

the host tissue also initially forms an ectopic IsO that can be identified by

molecular markers. One of the first signs of respecification is either a reversal in

rostral-caudal polarity in the prospective midbrain, based on a change in the EN

protein gradient (which correlates with retino-tectal projections later within the

tectum), or the establishment of an ectopic EN gradient in the prospective

forebrain. These studies used an antibody that detects an epitope common to

both EN1 and EN2, hence they could not determine which En homolog was

expressed (Martinez et al., 1991; Itasaki et al., 1991, Gardner and Barald 1991). The

ectopic MHB clearly caused induction of En2 expression, and induction and

reorganization of Wnt1 expression (Bally-Cuif and Wassef, 1994).

Gene Function in the Mes/Met -

Gene inactivation in the mouse, one of the major tools used to uncover the

potential functions of the above genes in patterning the mes/met, was developed

roughly at the same time as most of those genes were being discovered and

characterized in vertebrates. The first knock-out mouse, generated by two groups

Simultaneously, had Wnt1 inactivated because of the excitement it generated as a

Candidate proto-oncogene (McMahon and Bradley, 1990; Thomas and Capecchi,

1990). The following details a selection of the gain-of-function and loss-of

function experiments that provided insight into the function of the genes that

mark the mes-met. The potential function of mes/met genes generally falls into

two major categories: 1) positioning and maintenance of the ISO, and 2)

Proliferation and patterning of the mes/met - the IsO signal.

14



Potential Genes that Position and Maintain the Is O

The transcription factor genes Otx2, Gbx2, Pax2/5, and En1/2 are generally

considered to be important for IsO placement and maintenance. Many studies

have provided evidence for their role in a number of complex feedback loops

necessary for maintaining gene expression (reviewed in Wurst and Bally-Cuif,

2001; and references therein). The following is a brief summary of some of the

key experiments addressing their potential function in the mes/met (see Tables

1.1, 1.2).

Gene inactivation studies in the mouse demonstrated that the transcription

factors OTX2 and GBX2 are required for specification of regions of the

forebrain/midbrain and anterior hindbrain (up to r3), respectively, and that
sº "

expression of either gene is sufficient to repress the other. In embryos in which

Otx2 is inactivated in the neuroepithelium, anterior brain tissue is present but º

mispatterned, with organizer markers, including Pax2, En1, Wnt1, and Fgf8, º

expressed at the anterior end of the brain rather than at the mes/met during

early somite stages. At first, the Otx2 mutant generates the regions of the

prospective forebrain and midbrain. However, subsequently the mispatterned

forebrain region is deleted, perhaps by cell death, and the mispatterned midbrain

is transformed into more posterior fates (reviewed in Joyner at al., 2000; and

references therein). In Gbx2 mutants, somewhat the opposite is observed.

Initially, the organizer genes are mispatterned, with Otx2 expression abnormally

extending posteriorly into the met, and also Wnt1 and Fgf8 expression are

overlapping and expand posteriorly into r3/r4. Hence, anterior hindbrain

Pattern is absent in these mutants, and the r1-r3 takes on a midbrain fate. In

mouse transgenic gain-of-function studies, ectopic expression of Otx2 (at the Enl
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Table 1.1. Summary of mes/met gene inactivation studies.

Gene Normal Region of Expression Brain Phenotype in Mutant
Inactivated
Otx2 (in neuro- pros” + di" + mes Fb deletion
epithelium) Mb transformed into Cb

Gbx2 met + my” (r1-r3) Hb (r1-r3) transformed into Mb

Pax2 caudal mes + rostral met partial Mb + Cb deletions

Pax5 caudal mes + rostral met minor Mb + Cb defects

Pax2/Pax5 caudal mes + rostral met complete Mb + Cb deletions

En1 caudal mes + rostral met partial Mb + Cb deletions

En2 caudal mes + rostral met minor Cb defect

En1/En2 caudal mes + rostral met complete Mb + Cb deletions

Wnt1 caudal limit of mes complete Mb + Cb deletions

Fgf8 (hypo./hypo.) rostral limit of met Fb defects” + partial Mb + complete
Cb (r.1) deletions

Fgf8 (hypo./null) rostral limit of met Fb defects” + complete Mb + Cb
deletions

“Except for Otx2 and Gbx2, this table limits the description of gene expression to the mes/met.
“F&f8 is also expressed in the pros., in the anterior neural ridge.
Cb, cerebellum, which develops from r1 (rostral met).
Fb, forebrain, which develops from the prosencephalon and diencephalon.
Hb, hindbrain, which develops from the metencephalon (met, r1-r2) and myencephalon (my, r3-r/).
Mb, midbrain, which develops from the mesencephalon (mes).
r, rhombomere.

Table 1.2. Summary of mes/met transgenic experiments.

Transgene Normal region of
expression

MISEXPREssion ExperimeNTs

EnTOtx2 pros + di + mes

Wnt1pro-Gbx2 met + my (r1-r3)

Wnt1pro-F&fs rostral limit of met

RESCUE EXPERIMENTS

Wnt1pro-Ent
(in Wnt1/) met

caudal mes + rostral

Ectopic region of
expression

rostral met (r.1)

caudal limit of mes

caudal limit of mes

caudal limit of mes

Brain Phenotype

Cb transformed into Mb

mes transformed into met”

Overproliferation and A-P
mispatterning in Mb

partial rescue of Mb and
Cb

Abbreviations are as in Table T.T.
"The Wnt1-Gbx2 transgene is eventually down-regulated at a relatively early stage of brain development;

hence, the mes expresses rostral met genes only temporarily, and eventually reverts back to normal.
he names in bold are those being misexpressed using either enhancer promoter sequences (i.e., Wnt1pro)

or gene knock-in approaches (i.e., Otx2 is inserted into the Enl locus).
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locus) repressed Gbx2 expression and cerebellar development; likewise, ectopic

Gbx2 expression in the midbrain (under a Wnt1 enhancer) repressed Otx2

expression in the posterior midbrain, and caused hindbrain expansion at the

expense of the midbrain (Wassarman et al., 1997; Rhinn et al., 1998; reviewed in

Joyner at al., 2000). Interestingly, experiments using an hypomorphic allele of

Otx2 in Gbx2 mutants have suggested that a balance of OTX2 to GBX2 is

necessary for setting the A-P location of the IsO (reviewed in Simeone et al,

2002). However, in the absence of Otx2 and Gbx2, the genes that characterize the

mes/met border are still expressed, but misplaced (Li and Joyner, 2001). Taken

together, the above experiments suggest that antagonistic interaction between

Otx2 and Gbx2 determines the A-P positioning of the IsO within the brain.

The closely related vertebrate homologs of paired, Pax2 and Pax5, appear to

function together for maintaining the mes/met. For the single knock-out of Pax2,

several independent mutants display varying extents of deletions in the mes/met

tissue. The Pax5 homozygous mutants display a milder phenotype, with a

midline reduction of the inferior colliculi (in the posterior midbrain) and minor

foliation defects in the cerebellum (reviewed in Urbanek et al., 1997). However, in

mice, missing both Pax2 and Pax5 function, the entire region of the mes-met is

missing by E9.5 (Urbanek et al., 1997; Schwarz et al., 1997). It appears that Pax2

and Pax5 are functionally equivalent from gene knock-in studies, and that slight

differences in their expression patterns account for the differing degrees of mes

met deletions (Bouchard et al., 2000). Evidence for the potential involvement of

Pax2 in the induction and/or regulation of other mes/met genes include

consensus Pax-binding sites upstream of En2 necessary for its expression at the

mes/met border (reviewed in Lumsden and Krumlauf, 1996). Evidence from
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chick ectopic expression studies also suggest that the Pax2 expression pattern

determines the competence of met tissues to express Fgf8, and that other

mes/met genes (not induced by Pax2) further refine Fgf8 expression (Ye et al.

2001). However, there are contrasting results from experiments in the fish mutant

noi, which is essentially complete null for all Pax gene expression at the ISO. In

effect, in these noi mutants, some IsO genes are initially expressed but fail to be

maintained, and subsequently the mes/met undergoes apoptosis (reviewed in

Liu and Joyner, 2001, and references therein). Altogether, the above experiments

suggest that Pax2/5 is necessary primarily for maintaining expression of

mes/met genes and cell survival.

Similar to the Pax genes, the engrailed homologs, En 1/2, are also required for

mes/met development. Likewise, knock-in studies have demonstrated the º

functional equivalence of En1 and En2 in the mes/met (Hanks and Joyner, 1995). e--

In addition, their single knock-outs display intermediate mes/met defects: either

partial deletions in the midbrain and cerebellum (En1; Wurst et al., 1994) or

subtle foliation defects in the cerebellum (En2; Joyner et al., 1991). In the complete

absence of EN function, in the double homozygous mutants of Enl and En2, ISO

gene expression (including Pax5, Wnt1, and Fgf8) is initiated at the 5 somite

stage, but by the 11 somite stage, the expression of IsC) genes is no longer

maintained, and ultimately the double mutant results in the loss of the mes/met

region (Liu and Joyner 2001). An interpretation of the above results suggests that

the En genes are necessary for maintenance of IsO gene expression, and perhaps

cell survival. In addition, there is experimental evidence that EN, which

functions as a transcriptional repressor with its corepressor GROUCHO, may

perhaps establish the boundary between the forebrain-midbrain by repressing
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Pax6 and hence forebrain development. In these studies, a mutant EN2 which

cannot interact with GROUCHO, no longer has the ability to induce IsO genes or

transform the forebrain (reviewed in Liu and Joyner, 2001).

Wnt1 and Fgf8 - Potential Candidates for the IsC Signal

Wnt1 and Fgf8 stand out from among the other known genes expressed at the

mes/met, most of which encode homeobox-containing transcription factors

because WNT1 and FGF8 are secreted factors that have the ability to promote

both proliferation and differentiation. Another salient feature is their expression

patterns in the prospective midbrain-hindbrain region; they are located precisely

at the mes/met border, the region attributed with organizer properties. For these

reasons, WNT1 and FGF8 have been promoted as the primary candidates for the

actual IsO signal, which provides instructive cues for the mes-met to undergo º
-

proliferation and differentiation.
-

Wnt1 is required for maintenance of the midbrain and anterior hindbrain,

however whether it is involved in patterning the mes/met is unclear. Wnt1

belongs to a large family of secreted glycoproteins involved in intercellular

signaling, and has been implicated as a multipotent factor necessary for

proliferation, differentiation, and cell survival, which is in line with its candidacy

as the IsC) signal. However, although they are secreted, WNT proteins bind

extracellular matrix tightly, and therefore are not readily diffusible, which

rendered biochemical isolation of WNT difficult (reviewed in Nusse and

Varmus, 1992). This property is in contrast to the ISO signal, which reputedly has

far reaching capabilities to pattern the entire A-P extent of the prospective

midbrain and hindbrain. However, in the fly, wingless protein has been found to
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be several cell diameters away from expressing cells, and experiments have

demonstrated that this lateral movement in a plane of cells may be due to

transcytosis (Moline et al., 1999; Dierick and Bejsovec, 1998). WNTs bind to

receptors of the Frizzled family, and signal through both canonical and

noncanonical pathways. The canonical pathway stabilizes the cytoplasmic B

catenin protein, which can then translocate into the nucleus and regulate gene

transcription. Noncanonical WNT pathways, which circumvent fl-catenin, can

include an influx of intracellular Ca2+ which causes the activation of Ca2+-

dependent signal transduction proteins, such as protein kinase C (Kuhl et al,

2000).

When the Wnt1 gene is inactivated, the midbrain and the cerebellum fail to

develop, perhaps due to loss of signaling through the canonical pathway

(McMahon and Bradley, 1990; Thomas and Cappecchi, 1990; Brault et al., 2001).

The regions of the mes and met are initially established, but subsequently, they

are swiftly deleted by E9.5. This is attributed, at least in the case of the met, to cell

death (Serbidzija et al., 1996). In Drosophila, the wingless protein is initially

necessary to maintain expression of engrailed during segmentation. Along these

lines, studies have demonstrated this conserved relationship in vertebrates, that

En1 expression is dependent on Wnt1, and that the loss of the mes/met tissue in

the Wnt1 mutant could perhaps be attributed to the loss of EN1 (McMahon et al,

1992). In agreement with this interpretation, when En1 was ectopically expressed

in the Wnt1 null, under a Wnt1 enhancer element, there was a partial rescue of

the mes/met (Danielian and McMahon, 1996). However, it has since been shown

that expression of the other Iso genes, including Fgf8, are not maintained in the
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Wnt1 mutant as well, and that the ectopic expression of En1 can also restore their

expression. Hence, understanding the relationship between En1 and Wnt1 in the

loss of mes/met tissue is complicated by the complex interplay of the ISO genes

(Lee et al., 1997; reviewed in Liu and Joyner, 2001).

So far, Wnt1 has not lived up to its original promise of being the IsC) signal. It

has yet to demonstrate organizer activity within the prospective midbrain and r1;

embryos with ectopic expression of Wnt1 do not display induced IsC) gene

expression or mes-met structures. Ectopic Wnt1 expression, however, does have

a proliferative effect upon cells in the telencephalon in the chick, and also upon

the posterior hindbrain (ró/r?) and midbrain in the mouse (Adams et al., 2000;

Dickinson et al., 1994; reviewed in Wurst and Bally-Cuif, 2001; reviewed in Liu

and Joyner, 2001).

Currently, Fgf8 still remains the primary candidate for the ISO signal, and

results from both gain-of-function and loss-of-function studies have supported

this conclusion. Fgf8 belongs to a large family of intercellular signaling

molecules, twenty-two genes in mice identified so far, most of which are secreted

and bind specifically with varying affinity to four different FGF receptors

(FGFRs), which are classical tyrosine receptor kinases with numerous

alternatively spliced isoforms (reviewed in Johnson and Williams, 1993). The

activity of Fgfs can be protected and/or potentiated by cell surface

glycoaminoglycans, such as heparin, which can act as extracellular stores of FGFs

(Ornitz and Itoh, 2001). FGF signaling can also be inhibited by Sprouty proteins,

several of which are expressed in the developing regions of the embryo that are

potentially patterned by FGF8, including the MHB (Minowada et al., 1999). FGFs,

like Wnts, are multipotent factors, and have been implicated in developmental
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processes as diverse as stimulation of cell growth, guidance, and differentiation

(reviewed in Basilico and Moscatelli, 1992). Their signaling activities are similar

to attributes of the IsO signal. Significantly, Fgfs have a prominent role in

another well known secondary organizer, the apical ectodermal ridge (AER),

which provides signals for outgrowth and patterning of the vertebrate limb.

When its expression pattern was characterized in the mouse, it was noted that

Fgf8 was expressed precisely at the midbrain-hindbrain junction (MHB), the

region attributed with mes/met organizer capabilities (Crossley and Martin,

1995). This observation prompted the authors to test if FGF8 displayed IsC)

activity. Crossley et al (1996) grafted heparin-conjugated-acrylic beads, soaked in

soluble FGF8, into the caudal forebrain of the chick, and found that they had

inductive capabilities similar to MHB grafts. Not only could the FGF8-beads

induce ectopic IsO gene expression, namely Wnt1 and En2, they also had the

ability to induce the development of ectopic midbrain structures within the

caudal forebrain. This result was verified by additional studies in the chick,

which demonstrated that FGF8-beads can also induce Pax2 and En1 (Shamim et

al, 1999), have a proliferative effect upon the midbrain (Shamim et al., 1999),

repress Otx2 expression (Martinez et al., 1999), have a rostral induction limit

imposed by prosomeric boundaries (Martinez et al., 1999), and inhibit Hox gene

expression within r1 (Irving and Mason, 2000). Ectopic expression studies of Fgf8

in the mouse have demonstrated that it can induce expression of En1/2, Pax5,

and Gbx2, causing proliferation and repolarization of the midbrain (Lee et al,

1997), and inducing the posterior forebrain and anterior midbrain to express

ectopic anterior hindbrain markers (Liu et al., 1999).
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Several loss-of-function experiments have provided evidence that Fgf8 is

necessary for the development of the mes/met. In one zebrafish study of a

purported Fgf8 null mutant, acerebellar (ace), the embryo lacks the isthmus (a

brain structure which eventually develops from the MHB) and cerebellum, but

maintains the midbrain region. Initially, in ace embryos at the 1 somite stage,

expression of IsC) markers, including Wnt1, Pax2.1, Eng2, and Eng3, were

observed; however, their expression gradually faded from approximately the 6

somite stage until the 15 to 18 somite stage, when they became absent. From

these studies, Fgf8 appears to be necessary for maintenance rather than induction

of IsO genes, which is consistent with the timing of IsC) markers (Reifers et al,

1998). The above study claimed that ace is a null mutation due to a single base

pair change that leads to aberrantly spliced transcripts lacking exon 2, and this

results in a frame shift in exon 3 and premature termination of translation

(Reifers et al., 1998). There is, however, a controversy over whether the ace mutant

is indeed a Fgf8 null rather than a hypomorph because the embryo displayed

only mild somite defects and possessed an intact midbrain. Confirming these

suspicions, a different study using morpholinos to block the same splicing event

as in ace resulted in some embryos with more severe phenotypes in somite and

axial development, although the condition of the mes/met was not reported

(Draper et al., 2001). In the mouse, because Fgf8 null mutation leads to arrest at

gastrulation (Sun et al., 1999), characterization of its effects during mes-met

development has been limited to embryos carrying a targeted hypomorphic

allele of Fgf8. There is decreased expression of Fgf8 in these mutants, because in

addition to normal message, the hypomorphic Fgf8 allele generates a portion of

functionless mRNA due to a cryptic splice acceptor site within the neo selection

* * ~ *
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cassette gene placed in intronic sequences of Fgf8. Initial experiments

demonstrated that these hypomorphs display a more extreme mes/met

phenotype than ace, with homozygotes partially missing the caudal midbrain,

isthmus, and cerebellum, and compound heterozygotes (a hypomorphicallele

over a null allele) completely missing the mes/met derivatives (Meyers et al,

1998). However, there has been speculation that the more severe phenotypes

observed in the mouse may perhaps be a secondary result due to compromised

Fgf8 signaling earlier during the development of the gastrula (reviewed in Liu

and Joyner, 2001).

Role of Fgf8 at the IsC)

The aim of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the role of Fgf8 at the

MHB in particular, and also of early mes/met patterning in general. In order to

further probe Fgf8 function specifically at the ISO, we utilized the Cre-loxP

system to produce a tissue specific inactivation of Fgf8 in the mes/met (MHB

KO). A tissue-specific knock-out achieved two goals: 1) we circumvented the

embryonic lethality at gastrulation observed in a general complete inactivation of

Fgf8 (Sun et al., 1999), 2) unlike the Fgf8 hypomorphicallele studies (Meyers et al,

1998), mes/met effects observed in the MHB KO can be attributed solely to the

loss of Fgf8 expression within the ISO. To produce the MHB inactivation, we

mated two mouse lines carrying published targeted alleles, Enl-Cre, a knock-in

allele of Cre recombinase into the EnT locus (Kimmel et al., 2000), and Fgf8flox, a

conditional knock-out allele where the crucial exons 2 and 3 of F&f8 are flanked

by loxP sites (Meyers et al., 1998). The CRE protein, originally from bacteriophage

* * *
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P1, catalyzes DNA recombination between two recognition sequences, known as

loxP sites. loxP sites display directionality, and a particular orientation of two

loxP sites results in the excision of the intervening DNA upon Cre recombination

(reviewed in both Nagy, 2000; Lewandoski, 2001).

Organization of the Thesis

The main body of this thesis concerns the role of Fgf8 in the development of the

midbrain and anterior hindbrain (namely the derivatives of r1, including the

cerebellum). However, in addition to studies on Fgf8, it also includes the

isolation and characterization of Sprouty, a potential intracellular inhibitor of

FGF signaling, and studies of other genes expressed at the MHB. The following

are a few notes on the overall organization of this thesis and the body of work it

describes.

Chapter 2 consists of the publication, “Vertebrate Sprouty genes are induced

by FGF signaling and can cause chondrodysplasia when overexpressed," by

Minowada, Jarvis, Chi, Neubuser, Sun, Hacohen, Krasnow, and Martin

(Development 1999). For this study, I isolated and sequenced a partial chick (c)

homolog cSpry1 from a cDNA phage library, created a chick anchored cDNA

library (HH 21-25) and used it to obtain more 3’ cSpry1 sequence by PCR, worked

out conditions for ectopic gene expression studies in the chick embryo by in ovo

electroporation, performed detailed characterization of both the cSpry1 and

cSpry2 expression patterns at early embryo stages, and performed a timed survey

of FGF-bead induction of cSpry1 and cSpry2 expression within the chick interlimb

and caudal forebrain. Details of the cSpry1 and cSpry2 expression
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characterization and a table for the Fgf8 induction data are included in Chapter 2

immediately follow the paper.

Chapter 3 consists of the manuscript, “The isthmic organizer signal FGF8

is required for cell survival in the prospective midbrain and cerebellum,” by

Chi, Martinez, Wurst, and Martin, which is currently in press in

Development. The manuscript characterizes the MHB specific inactivation of

Fgf8, and contains detailed comparisons of MHB KO brain development at

E175 with that of Fgf8 hypomorphs and compound heterozygotes, whole

mount cell death studies in MHB KO, Wnt1 mutant, and En1 mutant

embryos, in addition to mes/met marker expression in the MHB KO.

Chapter 4 contains additional results from experiments associated with

the above manuscript, including characterization of the activity of the Enl

Cremouse during mes-met development using two different Cre reporter

mice, Z/AP (Lobe et al., 1999) and R26R (Soriano, 1999), expression patterns

of Fgfl7 and Fgfl& at early somite stages, expression patterns of Fgfr1 and

Fgfr2 in the mes/met of the mouse, additional cell death data from the MHB

KO, Fgf8 compound hypomorphs, and En 1 mutants. This chapter also

provides supplemental information, including embryo tallies used for in situ

hybridization and cell death studies.

Chapter 5 provides a discussion of the MHB KO experiments, and also

future directions suggested by these studies.

Appendix I contains detailed protocols for whole mount cell death

detection by Nile Blue Sulfate, whole mount cell death detection by TUNEL,

and whole mount immunohistochemistry.
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Summary

The Drosophila sprouty gene encodes an antagonist of FGF
and EGF signaling whose expression is induced by the
signaling pathways that it inhibits. Here we describe a
family of vertebrate Sprouty homologs and demonstrate
that the regulatory relationship with FGF pathways has
been conserved. In both mouse and chick embryos, Sprouty
genes are expressed in intimate association with FGF
signaling centers. Gain- and loss-of-function experiments
demonstrate that FGF signaling induces Sprouty gene
expression in various tissues. Sprouty overexpression
obtained by infecting the prospective wing territory of the
chick embryo with a retrovirus containing a mouse Sprouty
gene causes a reduction in limb bud outgrowth and other

effects consistent with reduced FGF signaling from the
apical ectodermal ridge. At later stages of development in
the infected limbs there was a dramatic reduction in
skeletal element length due to an inhibition of chondrocyte
differentiation. The results provide evidence that
vertebrate Sprouty proteins function as FGF-induced
feedback inhibitors, and suggest a possible role for
Sprouty genes in the pathogenesis of specific human
chondrodysplasias caused by activating mutations in Fgfry.

Key words: Chondrodysplasia. FGF8. FGF signaling. Limb
development, Sprouty, Drosophila

INTRODUCTION

Fibroblast Growth Factors (FGFs) are vital intercellular
signaling molecules that regulate numerous processes
(reviewed by Basilico and Moscatelli, 1992; Szebenyi and
Fallon, 1999). They signal by binding to and activating
specific transmembrane receptor tyrosine kinases (reviewed
by Johnson and Williams, 1993). At least 18 different FGF
and 4 FGF receptor (FGFR) genes are known in vertebrate
species (reviewed by Coulier et al.. 1997; see Ohbayashi et
al., 1998 and references therein). Genetic studies in the
mouse have demonstrated that FGF signaling is required for
cell proliferation/survival at the time of embryo implantation
(embryonic day [E] 4.0; Feldman et al., 1995; Arman et al..
1998) and for cell migration during gastrulation (beginning
at ~E6.5: Ciruna et al., 1997: Sun et al.. 1999). At later stages
of embryogenesis FGFs regulate development of the brain,
limb, lung. tooth and many other organs (reviewed by
Goldfarb, 1996; Szebenyi and Fallon. 1999). FGF and FGFR
genes have also been identified in Drosophila, and are
required for migration of mesoderm and glial cells and for
the control of branching events in the tracheal system
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(reviewed by Skaer, 1997). In worms. FGF signaling is
required for migration of sex myoblasts (reviewed by Chen
and Stern. 1998).

FGF signaling has been extensively studied in the vertebrate
limb, where it is thought to provide the signals that induce limb
formation and maintain initial outgrowth of the limb bud
(reviewed by Martin. 1998). Subsequent outgrowth of the bud
and specification of the limb skeletal elements is thought to
depend on FGFs produced by cells in a specialized epithelium
at the limb bud distal tip, known as the apical ectodermal ridge
(AER). This conclusion is based on the observation that
surgical removal of the AER results in limb truncation
(Saunders. 1948: Summerbell, 1974), but an FGF-bead can
substitute for it to provide all of the AER-derived signals
necessary for limb development (Niswander et al., 1993; Fallon
et al.. 1994).

The AER regresses after the precursors of the skeletal
elements have been specified, but FGF signaling continues to
play a role in limb skeletogenesis. Mice with loss-of-function
mutations in F&frx have abnormally long limb bones (Colvin
et al., 1996; Deng et al., 1996), whereas mice overexpressing
Fgf3 have short limb bones (Coffin et al., 1995), and both
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phenotypes are due to abnormalities in the growth plate of the
skeletal elements. In addition, overexpression of Fgf8 in chick
embryos causes a complex phenotype, including short limb
skeletal elements (Vogel et al., 1996). Furthermore, several of
the most common human dwarfism syndromes are due to
dominant activating mutations in Fgfr; (reviewed by Webster
and Donoghue, 1997; Burke et al., 1998). Together these data
indicate that FGF signaling controls the rate of endochondral
ossification, and thereby determines the length of the skeletal
elements.

In view of the importance of FGF signaling in limb
formation and many other developmental processes, it was
intriguing when a gene that modulates FGF signaling was
identified in a screen for mutations that affect tracheal
branching in Drosophila (Hacohen et al., 1998). In wild-type
embryos, FGF signaling guides outgrowth of primary tracheal
branches and induces cells closest to the FGF signaling center
to form secondary branches (Sutherland et al., 1996). In
sprouty (spry) null mutants, the FGF pathway is overactive
and ectopic secondary branches are induced in cells farther
from the FGF signaling center. Overexpression of spry during
primary branch outgrowth causes the opposite effect.
inhibiting the FGF inductive pathway and blocking all
secondary branching. Thus, spry antagonizes FGF signaling
in the developing trachea. Importantly, expression of spry is
induced by FGF signaling. Therefore, the FGF pathway
regulates the expression of its own antagonist, thereby
limiting the range over which FGF signaling is active.
Recently, spry was found to inhibit EGF and possibly other
RTK signaling pathways (Bergmann et al., 1998; Casci et al.,
1999; Kramer et al., 1999).

spry encodes a novel protein with a unique cysteine-rich
domain, which localizes to cell membranes (Hacohen et al.,
1998; Casci et al., 1999), but the biochemical mechanism by
which it antagonizes FGF and other signaling pathways is not
fully understood. Studies in cultured Drosophila cells and in
vitro binding experiments have led to the proposal that it is
localized at the inner surface of the plasma membrane and
antagonizes RTK signaling pathways by direct binding of the
signal transduction components Gap 1 and the Grb2 homolog
Drk (Casci et al., 1999). However, endogenous SPRY protein
in developing wing discs is found in punctate structures that
resemble secretory vesicles or endocytic uptake vesicles, and
it has also been suggested to function as an extracellular
antagonist to explain its cell non-autonomous actions in
the tracheal system (Hacohen et al., 1998; Kramer et al.,
1999).

Three human genes have been identified with sequence
similarity to Drosophila spry (Hacohen et al., 1998), and a
fourth family member has been identified in mouse (de
Maximy et al., 1999). Here we have investigated the
relationship between Sprouty genes and FGF pathways in
vertebrates, and have begun to explore Sprouty gene function
in vertebrate embryogenesis. Our data indicate that FGF
signaling regulates expression of Sprouty genes in the mouse
and chick embryo, and suggest that in turn, Sprouty gene
expression antagonizes FGF signaling. In addition, we show
that overexpression of Sprouty genes in the chick limb leads
to inhibition of chondrocyte differentiation that results in a
chondrodysplasia resembling that observed in individuals
with activating mutations in Fgfry. This raises the possibility
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that induction of Sprouty gene expression plays a role in these
human skeletal malformation syndromes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cloning and chromosome mapping
Fragments of the cysteine-rich domains of human (h)Spry 1, hºpry2,
hSpry; and mouse (m)Spry 4 were amplified by PCR using primers
derived from EST sequences and either hSpryl and hSpry2 EST
plasmids or mouse genomic DNA as template. The amplification
products were used to screen a neonatal mouse brain cDNA library in
the a/AP vector (Stratagene; La Jolla, CA) for mSpry 1, mSpry.* and
mSpry-l. an Ell mouse embryo cDNA library (Clontech: Palo Alto.
CA) for mSpry 2, a stage 14-16 chick embryo cDNA library (kindly
provided by C. Tabin) for chick (c)Spryl, and an E10 chick embryonic
brain cDNA library (kindly provided by T. Kennedy and M. Tessier
Lavigne) for cspry’. Hybridizations were performed at 55°C for 16
hours (1% BSA, 0.2 M sodium phosphate, 15% formamide, 1 mM
EDTA, 7% SDS), followed by three 20 minute washes at 55°C in 2x
SSC/1% SDS, and three 20 minute washes at 55°C in 0.2x SSC/0.1%
SDS, For mSpry 1 both strands of a 2.5 kb clone representing the major
transcript were sequenced. For mSpry 2 and mSpry- both strands of a
single clone containing the complete coding region were sequenced.
The cSprv2 sequence was compiled from three overlapping partial
cDNAs. GenBank accession numbers: mSpry 1, AF 176903; mSpry 2,
AF170905, mSprya, AF170906, cSpry 1, AF177875, cSpry2,
AH 1769().

Chromosome mapping was performed using The Jackson
Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) interspecific backcross panels BSB
(IC57BL/6] x M. spretus|Fix C57BL/6J), and BSS(IC57BL/6]Eix
SPRET/E F x SPRET/Ei) (Rowe et al., 1994). Restriction site
polymorphisms were identified between parental strains. The
backcross panels were genotyped and the data were submitted to the
Jackson Laboratory for analysis. The data are available at
www.jax.org/resources/documents/cmdata.

RNA in situ hybridization, Brdu labeling, skeletal
preparations and histology
Embryos were obtained by mating CD1 mice (Charles River
Laboratories, Hollister, CA) or mice heterozygous for an Fgf8 null
(-) allele, Fº■ s" " (Meyers et al., 1998). Noon of the day of plug
detection was considered E0.5. Fgf8 tº embryos were identified
by their characteristic morphology (Sun et al., 1999). White
Leghorn chick embryos (California Golden Eggs, Sacramento, CA),
were staged by the criteria of Hamburger and Hamilton (1951).
Whole-mount and paraffin section in situ hybridization analyses
were performed as previously described (Neubuser et al., 1997).
Probes were prepared from plasmids containing the complete
protein coding region and 3'UTR (mSpry 1, mSpry 2, mSpry4) or
sequences extending 5' from the 3'UTR into the region encoding the
cysteine-rich domain (mSpry.*, cSpry 1, cSpry2). The cDNA
sequences used as probes for mouse and chick Frfs were described
previously (Crossley and Martin, 1995: Crossley et al., 1996b) and
the chick Sox9 probe was kindly provided by C. Tabin. Brd U
labeling and analysis were performed as described by Zou et al.
(1997).

For cartilage staining, embryos were fixed overnight in 5%
trichloroacetic acid, rinsed in water, stained with Alcian blue
overnight, washed in acid alcohol (75% ethanol. 25% glacial acetic
acid), then 100% ethanol, and cleared in methyl salicylate. Combined
bone and cartilage staining was performed essentially as described by
Otto et al. (1997). For histology, embryos were fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde/PBS, decalcified in Cal-Ex (Fisher: Santa Clara,
CA), embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 6 p.m. and stained with
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E).



Bead implantation, retrovirus construction and infection
protocol
FGF-beads were prepared as previously described (Crossley et al.,
1996b), using hrGF2 (-0.5 mg/ml, GIBCO-BRL; Grand Island, NY),
hFGF4 (-1.0 mg/ml, kindly provided by Genetics Institute:
Cambridge, MA) or mRGF8 (~0.8 mg/ml, kindly provided by C.
MacArthur). Implantation of beads into mouse mandibular arch
explants and chick embryos in ovo were performed as previously
described by Neubuser et al. (1997) and Crossley et al. (1996a,b),
respectively.

mSpry2 and mSpry 4 cDNAs spanning the entire coding region were
subcloned into the retroviral vector RCAS(BP). GFP virus was kindly
provided by C. Tabin. Virus was produced, concentrated, titered and
injected essentially as described by Logan and Tabin (1998).
Pathogen-free fertilized chicken eggs were obtained from SPAFAS
(Storrs, CT). The titer of injected virus was -10° IU/ml. The efficiency
of infection and extent of transgene expression was assessed -24-30
hours after infection (at stages 17-18) by in situ hybridization
performed at 70°C using the mSpry2 riboprobe. Transgene expression
was detected in the nascent limb bud in 14/17 cases (data not shown).
There was no cross-hybridization of the mSpry2 probe with
endogenous cºpry2 RNA.
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containing residues 345-356 in dSPRY and residues 80-91 in
the human (Hacohen et al., 1998), mouse and chick SPRY2
proteins (data not shown). The many stretches of repeated or
alternating amino acid residues found in dSPRY are not present
in any of the vertebrate Sprouty family members. None of the
vertebrate SPRY proteins contains a predicted signal peptide,
whereas dSPRY has a signal sequence predicted by the GCG
SPScan program near its N-terminal end. Thus, if the
vertebrate SPRY proteins are secreted it may be by a signal
peptide-independent mechanism (reviewed by Muesch et al.,
1990; Friesel, et al., 1995).

The chromosomal map locations of mSpry 1, mSpry2, and
mSpry4 genes were determined by standard backcross analysis.
mSpryl mapped to proximal chromosome 3 and mSpry2 to
distal chromosome 14. Their human orthologs have been
mapped to the syntenic regions of human chromosomes 4 and
13, respectively (Deloukas et al., 1998). m.spry4 mapped to
central chromosome 18. mSpry.9 was not mapped, but its
human ortholog maps to the X chromosome (Rogner et al.,
1996), suggesting that mSpry; might also be X-linked. None

- - -

ms PRY1 MDSPS-QHGS HT-SLvv10P PAVEGRQRLD -YDRITQ-PA 36
ms PRY2 MEARA-QSGN GSQPLLQTAH DSGRQRGEPD PRDALTQ-QV 38

RESULTS mspRY4 MEPPvPQS-S F--P/NPSSV MVQPLLDSRA PHSRL-QHPL 36
cis Pry (178).ALGQPPA

Isolation and evolutionary conservation of rsery, titstºrka --Rºsier egºsvarrea prºpera 7.
vertebrate Sprouty genes mspRY2 HVLSLDQIRA –I-RNTNEYT EGPTV/PRPG LKPAPRPSTQ 76

- -
InsPRY4 tilpi DQMKT -S-HVENDYI DNPSLAPATG PKR-PRGGPP 73cDNAs representing four mouse genes with sequence asppy SPVTLAQPRP ESERLTNEYV DTP (20s)

homology to Drosophila and human spry genes, and the - * -
- - i.e., .1. ms PRY1 ERThe II PAN VNSSYEHRPA ShpGNARGSV LSRST STGSA 114chick orthologs of Spryl and Spy? were isolated Sequence ºf ... ... ... ::::::::::::

analysis indicated that all contained full coding regions mºsppy? ----E-LAPT PA-R-DQDIT HHWIsfsGRP ----- SSVSS 102

except the mSpry; and cspryl cDNA clones, which were - - - - - - -- 8:- - "- in- - rnspry 1 ASSGs---s– SSVSSEQ--G LLGRSPPTRP IPGHRSDRVI 14partial cDNAs encoding only the C º region of the mspRY2 GSRSSTRT St SSSSSEQ--R LLGPSFSHGP AAADGI---I 150proteins. The predicted mSPRY1, mSPRY2, and mSPRY4 gº. Tºs ssissiº Lºgº ºspravº iso
proteins are similar in size (34, 34.6 and 32.6 kDa, dspry (284) T - SWGSDHTDG LL (296)

- - - - 10 - - ---> - - - - - - - º - -tº tº tº -respectively), and each contains an 12s amino acid (aa) mspry1 RTQPKQLLV- E-DLKASL-K EDPTQHKFI EC-GK-K-3E 185residue cysteine-rich C-terminal domain with at least 23 spº RVQPKSEL-K PGDWK-PLSK DDLGLHAYR EI GK E 188
cysteines (Fig. 1). mSPRY3 contains a similar cysteine-rich mspry 4 RLQPKVVH-K PLDLKGPTAP PELDKHFLL EA GK:GKKE 170
domain (not shown). Throughout the C-terminal domain the **** (ssoc PR GR 390

- - - - - - - - - - - -- * - - - * * *four mouse proteins share 56-70% aa sequence identity. In mspsyl APRALPS LA DRQ SAEsMVEYot VKGIFY 224

the N-terminal domain mSPRYl and mSPRY2 are more mspry2 PRPLPse wºkº SAQNVIDYGT GLFY 227

similar to one another (~37% aa identity) than mSPRY1 is º ...; #1 ºf : #:
to mSPRY4 (~25% aa identity) or mSPRY2 is to mSPRY4 ::::::-- * * * * * - - • * * *

(~25% aa identity). Comparison of the mouse, chick, mspryl snodoggs YSD-n----- - - QSH ºr Lºga :
- - - o ms PRY2 Hºsnidded N- AD-N----- - - QSH ºr RWSAMGV 25and previously described human SPRY2 sequences jº. Hº■ ne DDEGs AD–H----- - - GSN ARwsFMGA 241

demonstrates that the Spry2 gene has been highly conserved asphy H ARDNDLD- :NGTP-N DN ;PYK RTQRwówLGA 468

during vertebrate evolution (m/h, 97% aa identity; m/c, 84% stºº - - - - - - - - *Th; ººns ºr 296*** * .*.*.. *** *.*.*.*.*.*.*.*. -
mspryl LS YPPARG-LKL HR

aa identity; h/c, 86% ad identity). inost of the differences ...; MSLFLP-Lwº YPPAKG-LKL DRVNR sn’t 298
among species are in the N-terminal domain. ms PRY4 LSVTVL YLPATGºrº KL AQRGYDRLRR Tns 281

The similarity between the vertebrate and Drosophila dspry LSIFLP-Lw.F YwpMR -EKºrg RFAG R 503)
- - - ---- * -sprouty (dSPRY) protein sequences (Fig. 1 and data not aspsy, ki.esses RAQG--KLS 3.13shown; Hacohen et al., 1998) is limited mostly to the msppy? Kºptºpp RNFE--rpT 315

cysteine-rich domain, with each vertebrate protein showing mspry 4 vi DT KTSRsdkpF 300
~44-52% aa identity to dSPRY in this region. The cysteine
residues are particularly highly conserved, with 18 or more
of the 22 cysteines in the Drosophila protein present in each
vertebrate gene. Outside the cysteine-rich domain there are
two short regions that show similarity between dSPRY and
all three mouse proteins (Fig. 1). There are also short
stretches of sequence similarity between dSPRY and
individual vertebrate Sprouty proteins, such as the region
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Fig. 1. Sequence comparison of three mouse and Drosophila Sprouty
proteins. The deduced amino acid sequences of mouse SPRY I, SPRY2
and SPRY4 are aligned with portions of the Drosophila SPRY sequence
(dSPRY residue numbers from Hacohen et al., 1998). Dashes represent
gaps inserted to maximize alignment. Amino acids conserved in two or
more Sprouty family members are highlighted in light gray. Cysteine
residues are highlighted in dark gray. Asterisks indicate the residues
conserved in all three mouse proteins.

º
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Fig. 2. Comparison of Sprouty gene expression patterns in the mouse embryo from E8.5 to E10.5. Analysis by whole-mount in situ
hybridization for (A-C) mSpry 1, (D-F) mSpry2, (G-1) m Spry4, and (J.O) Fgf8 gene expression in mouse embryos at (A.D.G.J) E8.5, (B.E.H.)
E9.5 and (C.F.I.O) E10.5. (K-N) In situ hybridization of near adjacent paraffin sections of E10.5 mouse embryos. (K.L.) Region containing the
first branchial arch, (M.N) the forelimb. Near adjacent sections were hybridized with (K.M) mPgf8 or (LN) mSpryl. The region of presomitic
mesoderm in which the next somite will segment is marked by a distinct stripe of Spryl and Spry2 but not Spry4 expression (arrow in panel E
and data not shown). AER, apical ectodermal ridge; ba, branchial arches; cp, commissural plate; ■ h, forebrain; fl. forelimb bud; finp, frontonasal
process; hb, hindbrain; hl, hindlimb bud, is, isthmic constriction; ma, mandibular arch; my, maxillary arch; mb, midbrain; ps, primitive streak;
so, somite; th tail bud.

of the mapped mouse Sprouty genes co-localize with a known
mouse mutation.

Vertebrate Sprouty genes are expressed near FGF
signaling centers in the embryo
Sprouty expression in mouse embryos and adult tissues was
initially surveyed by northern blot analysis of poly(A)* RNAs.
mSpryl, mSpry2 and mSpry4 RNAs were detected in the
embryo and in many adult tissues including heart, brain, lung,
kidney and skeletal muscle. For both mSpryl and mSpry2,
there was a major ~2.5 kb transcript and a minor -6.5 kb form,
whereas for mSpry 4 there was a major-6 kb, a minor -2 kb,
and an additional -7.2 kb transcript in skeletal muscle (data
not shown). Although mSpry; expression was not detected in
the embryo by northern blot (E7-E18) or whole-mount in situ
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hybridization (E7,0-E11.5) analysis, transcripts of -6.5 kb and
-1 kb were detected in adult brain and testis, respectively (data
not shown).

Whole-mount in situ hybridization analysis demonstrated
that at stages when organogenesis is commencing in the mouse
embryo (E8.5-E9.5), Spry1, Spry2 and Spry4 are expressed in
similar, highly localized domains. At E8.5 expression of all
three genes was detected in the primitive streak, in the rostral
forebrain, and in cells lateral to the posterior hindbrain (Fig.
2A.D.G). At E9.5, expression continued to be detected in the
rostral forebrain and primitive streak, and was also detected in
the branchial arches and the forelimb bud (Fig. 2B.E.,H, and
data not shown). At E10.5, expression of the three genes was
also detected in the somites, frontonasal processes, tailbud, and
hindlimb bud (Fig. 2C.F.I., and data not shown). In addition to



these common expression domains, mSpry 1 and mSpry2, but
not mSpry4 RNAs were detected throughout the developing
midbrain and in the anterior hindbrain at E8.5, and
subsequently in a transverse domain that encompassed the
prospective caudal midbrain, isthmus, and cerebellum (Fig.
2A-I), as well as in a distinct stripe that appeared to mark the
region of presomitic mesoderm in which the next somite will
segment (Fig. 2E, and data not shown). Thus, at least up to
midgestation stages, Spryl, Spry2 and Spry4 are expressed in
highly restricted patterns and appear to be co-regulated in most
tissues. The chick Spryl and Spry2 genes displayed similar
expression patterns at comparable developmental stages (data
not shown).

One important aspect of these expression patterns is that in
both mouse and chick each of the Sprouty expression domains
overlapped with or was immediately adjacent to the known
expression domains of one or more FGF genes, with the
possible exception of cells adjacent to the posterior hindbrain.
This correlation was particularly evident when Sprouty and
Fgf8 gene expression patterns were compared (Fig. 2J-O). In
some domains the Sprouty genes and Fgf8 appeared to be co
expressed in the same cells, as for example, in the rostral
forebrain and at the mid/hindbrain junction. However, in the
latter region the Sprouty expression
domains extended both rostral and
caudal to the Fgf8 expression
domain (compare Fig. 2C.F with
O). In other regions Sprouty gene
expression was detected exclusively
in cells adjacent to cells expressing
Fgf8. For example, mP gf8 RNA is
detected in the ectoderm of the
mandibular and maxillary arches
(Fig. 2K) and mSpryl RNA in the
subadjacent mesenchyme (Fig. 2L).
In the limb bud, mP gf8 RNA is
detected in the AER (Fig. 2M) and
mSpryl RNA in the underlying
mesenchyme (Fig. 2N). In these
tissues, there appeared to be a
gradient of Sprouty gene
expression, with the highest levels
in cells closest to the FGF signaling
center. These results suggest that
FGFs act as inducers of Sprouty
gene expression.

FGF signaling induces
Sprouty gene expression
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1996a), but in which Spry 1 and Spry2 are not normally
expressed. When a heparin bead soaked in recombinant FGF4
(FGF4-bead) was implanted in the prospective caudal
diencephalon at -stage 11, Spry2 RNA was detected in the
neuroepithelium surrounding the bead in most (9/11) cases
(Fig. 3A), whereas no such induction occurred with control
beads soaked in PBS (PBS-beads) (n=3; data not shown).
Similarly, both Spry 1 (n=5) and Spry2 (n=8) expression were
induced in cells near an FGF4-bead implanted in the lateral
plate mesoderm (LPM) of the chick interlimb region at stage
14. (Fig. 3B, and data not shown). FGF2-beads (n=3) and
FGF8-beads (n=3) also induced Sprouty gene expression,
whereas PBS-beads had no effect (Fig. 3C, and data not
shown). A time course analysis showed that Spry2 expression
could be induced within one hour after implantation of an
FGF4-bead (data not shown). Thus FGF signaling can rapidly
induce Sprouty gene expression, suggesting it is a primary
response to the signal.

To determine the relationship between FGF signaling and
endogenous Sprouty gene expression, we first examined
Sprouty expression in explant cultures of the mouse
mandibular arch (Neubüser et al., 1997). All three Sprouty
genes are normally expressed in mandibular arch mesenchyme,

Tºº tº

Fig. 3. FGF signaling induces and is required for Sprouty gene expression. (A-C) Induction of
ectopic Sprouty gene expression following implantation of FGF4-beads in the brain or interlimb
region of the chick embryo in ovo. (A) Dorsal view of the brain assayed for cSpry2 expression 24
hours after bead implantation into the caudal diencephalon at approx. stage 11. (B,C) Dorsal views

To determine if FGF signaling can of embryos assayed for Spry2 expression 24 hours after implantation of (B) an FGF4-bead or (C) a
induce Sprouty gene expression we control PBS-bead into the flank of stage 14-15 embryos. (D-F) Dependence on FGF signaling of
examined the effects of adding or Spryl expression in the mandibular arch. Assays by whole-mount in situ hybridization for Spryl
removing FGF signals in various RNA in explants of the mouse mandibular arch cultured for 24 hours after the surface ectºderm
developmental settings on the
expression of the Sprouty genes. We
first tested whether FGF signaling
was sufficient to induce ectopic

was removed and (D) immediately reattached to the mesenchyme; (E) a control PBS-bead was
implanted; (F) FGF4-beads were implanted. (G-K) Absence of Sprouty gene expression in the
primitive streak (ps) of Fgf87 mouse embryos. Assays by whole-mount in situ hybridization for
(GJ) Spry2 and (H.K.) Spry4 expression in (G,H) non-mutant (Fgf8+) or (J,K) mutant (Fgf8")
E7.5 embryos. (I) Transverse section of the normal embryo shown in H (dotted line shows the

Sprouty gene expression in two approximate plane of section). Spry4 RNA is detected in the ps region, with highest levels in
tissues in the chick embryo known nascent mesoderm cells. Sprouty gene expression is downregulated as mesodermal cells (mes)
to be responsive to addition of FGFs migrate away from ps (arrows indicate the direction of cell migration), and is not detected in the
(Cohn et al., 1995; Crossley et al., embryonic ectoderm (ec). Arrowheads point to the beads. Abbreviations as in Fig. 2.
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in the region immediately underlying ectoderm that expresses
Fgf8 (see Fig. 2K) and Fgf3 (Kettunen and Thesleff, 1998).
When the mandibular ectoderm was left in place (n=5) or
removed and then immediately replaced (n=10), Spryl RNA
was detected in the underlying mesoderm (n=13/15; Fig. 3D).
In contrast, when the mandibular ectoderm was removed and
a PBS-bead was implanted, Spryl RNA was not detected (n=9;
Fig. 3E), indicating that signals from the overlying ectoderm
are required to maintain Spry 1 expression. However, when an
FGF4-bead was implanted in the isolated mesenchyme, Spryl
RNA was detected in all cases (n=10), but only in the region
surrounding the FGF4-bead (Fig. 3F). These data indicate that
FGF signaling is sufficient to maintain Sprouty gene
expression in the mandibular arch. Since Fgf8 is not expressed
in the mandibular arch ectoderm (Kettunen and Thesleff,
1998), it is likely that Fgf8 and/or Fgf3 expressed there provide
the endogenous signals that regulate Sprouty gene expression.

We next examined Sprouty gene expression in Fgf8 null
mutant mouse embryos at E7.5. At this stage Fgf8 RNA is
detected in the primitive streak (Crossley and Martin, 1995),
where ectodermal cells undergo a transition from an epithelial
to mesenchymal morphology and generate the mesodermal and
endodermal lineages. Spry2 and Spry4 but not Spryl RNAs are
also detected in the primitive streak at this stage (Fig. 3G,H,
and data not shown), with the highest levels localized in the
nascent mesoderm (Fig. 31). Spry2 and Spry4 expression
appear to be rapidly downregulated as the cells migrate away
from the streak (Fig. 31, and data not shown). Fgf87 embryos
fail to gastrulate normally, but the primitive streak forms and
nascent mesoderm cells are apparently present (Sun et al.,
1999). However, neither Spry2 (n=5) nor Spry4 (n=5) RNA
was detected in the nascent mutant mesoderm (Fig. 3J,K).
Together the data from these experiments demonstrate that
expression of all three Sprouty genes is dependent on FGF
signaling.

Ectopic Sprouty gene expression inhibits limb bud
outgrowth and causes chondrodysplasia
To explore vertebrate Sprouty gene function, we expressed
Sprouty genes throughout the chick limb and analyzed the
effects at various stages of limb development. In the normal
limb bud, all three Sprouty genes are expressed in the distal
mesenchyme underlying the AER, which expresses F&f$
(Fig.2). The AER also expresses Fgf3 (Niswander and Martin,
1992), Fgf3 and Fgf/7 (M. Lewandoski and G.R.M.,
unpublished observations). If Sprouty functions as an
antagonist of FGF signaling in vertebrates as it does in
Drosophila, then one might expect excess Sprouty gene
expression to interfere with FGF-mediated outgrowth and
patterning of the limb.

The prospective forelimb territory was infected at stages 9
10 (E1.5) with a replication-competent avian retrovirus
containing an mSpry2 cDNA, and the infected embryos were
allowed to develop for up to 4.5 days after infection (up to stage
28; E6). In 56 embryos (52%), there was a modest reduction
and in 8 embryos (7%) a dramatic reduction in limb bud size
compared to the contralateral uninjected wing (Fig. 4A-D). In
the remaining 45 embryos there was no obvious effect on wing
bud size (data not shown). Similar results were obtained with
mSpry4 virus: 17 of the 26 infected limb buds (65%) were
modestly reduced in size (data not shown). No effect was
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observed in the uninfected limb, or in limbs infected with a
control retrovirus containing a GFP cDNA (GFP virus; n=20).
The affected wing buds were assayed for expression in the
distal mesenchyme of genes that are dependent on FGF signals
from the AER, such as Shh, F&fl0, Msz1, Bmp2 or Bmp4
(reviewed by Martin, 1998). Expression of each of these genes
was detected in all the infected limb buds examined (Fig. 4B,
and data not shown). In most affected wing buds, AER
morphology and gene expression patterns (Fgf3, Fgf8, Bmp2
and Bmp4) appeared normal (data not shown), although in
some cases Fgf8 expression was patchy (Fig. 4C). This
suggests that Sprouty misexpression can interfere with a signal
from the mesenchyme that maintains F&f3 expression, possibly
FGF10 (Min et al., 1998; Sekine et al., 1999).

The effects of excess Sprouty expression on the patterning
processes that occur during the bud stages of development were
determined by examining skeletal preparations of embryos
incubated for approx. 5-12 days after retroviral infection (to
stages 30-39; E6.5-E13.5). In 44 of 60 (73%) embryos infected
with the Spry2 virus, but in none of the embryos infected with
the control GFP virus (n=9), the injected wing was much
smaller than the uninjected one. In 2 of the 44 cases (5%), the
stunted wing lacked the normal complement of skeletal
elements: the only skeletal element present was a small
humerus (Fig. 4E). The absence of skeletal elements distal to
the humerus is similar to what is observed when the AER is
removed at early stages of limb bud outgrowth. As discussed
below, these data support the conclusion that excess Sprouty
expression in the limb can antagonize FGF signaling from the
AER.

The remaining 42 (95%) affected wings, although not
lacking any skeletal elements, had a striking phenotype: the
skeletal elements were considerably shorter and usually thicker
than those in the uninjected limb (Fig. 4F). In 31 cases (70%)
all the elements were thus affected, and in 11 cases (25%) only
some were affected, presumably because the limb was only
partially infected (data not shown). To determine whether the
decreased size of the skeletal elements could be attributed to
reduction in the size of the mesenchymal condensations from
which they developed, we examined the expression of Sox9, an
early marker of such condensations (Wright et al., 1995), in
stage 23-28 infected embryos. In most cases (n=15) the
condensations in the infected wing were indistinguishable or
only modestly reduced in size compared with those in the
uninjected wing (Fig. 4D). This result suggested that the
reduction in skeletal element size was due to abnormalities in
the orderly progression from proliferating to hypertrophic
chondrocytes that is essential for normal endochondral bone
elongation.

Hypertrophic chondrocytes are normally localized towards
the center of a skeletal element and are readily detected by their
characteristic morphology (Fig. 4G.I). Analysis of serial
sections showed that affected wings at stages 34–39 contained
no cells with the distinctive histological characteristics of
hypertrophic chondrocytes (Fig. 4H.J. and data not shown).
Consistent with this observation, Colk expression, a marker for
hypertrophic chondrocytes (Vortkamp et al., 1996), was not
detected in the affected skeletal elements (data not shown).
Furthermore, no evidence of bone formation was detected after
staining with Alizarin red, even in embryos incubated to stage
39 (Fig. 4F), approximately 6.5 days after ossification begins



in the normal chick limb. This is consistent with studies
indicating that differentiation of hypertrophic chondrocytes is
required for invasion of cartilage by osteogenic cells (Karsenty,
1998). To determine whether chondrocytes progressed to the
prehypertrophic stage, we assayed for Ihh expression
(Vortkamp et al., 1996). Although 1hh was readily detected in
the skeletal elements of the contralateral uninfected limb (Fig.
4K), Ihh RNA was not detected in the affected skeletal
elements of the infected limb (Fig. 4L). This suggests
that overexpression of Spry2 prevents differentiation of
proliferating chondrocytes. Consistent with this conclusion,
proliferating cells, as detected by Brdu labeling, which are
normally restricted to the ends (Fig. 4M), were found scattered
throughout the affected skeletal elements (Fig. 4N). Thus,
excess expression of Sprouty during chick skeletal
development causes a severe chondrodysplasia in which
cartilage cell differentiation is inhibited.

DISCUSSION

In Drosophila, FGF signaling induces expression of its own
antagonist, sprouty. By isolating mouse Sprouty genes and
their chick orthologs and studying their expression in normal
embryos and various experimental settings we have
demonstrated that this regulatory relationship has been
conserved. In many embryonic tissues, Sprouty genes are
expressed in intimate association with FGF signaling centers.
Evidence that Sprouty expression is dependent on FGF
signaling was obtained from studies showing that Spryl
expression is not maintained in branchial arch mesenchyme
deprived of FGF-expressing ectoderm unless an FGF-bead is
applied, and that Spry2 and Spry.4 are not detected in the
primitive streak of Fgf87 embryos. Moreover, Spryl and
Spry2 are ectopically expressed in the chick brain and interlimb
region in response to an FGF-bead. In Drosophila, FGF
induction of sprouty expression appears to be a primary
response mediated by a MAP kinase cascade (Hacohen et al.,
1998). In vertebrates, FGF induction of Sprouty gene
expression is very rapid, suggesting it is also a primary
response to the signal. Evidence that Sprouty genes antagonize
FGF signaling was obtained from studies of excess Sprouty
expression in the developing limb. We observed a reduction in
limb bud size and in some cases limb truncation consistent with
inhibition of the FGF signal required for limb bud outgrowth
and patterning. In addition, overexpression of Sprouty
inhibited chondrocyte terminal differentiation. This caused a
chondrodysplasia similar to that observed in patients with
mutations in FGFR3, raising the possibility that Sprouty plays
a role in some human chondrodysplasias.

Regulation of Sprouty gene expression by FGF
signaling
Our data show that from gastrulation through mid-gestation
stages of development, Spryl, Spry2 and Spry4 have
remarkably similar and highly specific expression domains,
suggesting that these three genes may be coordinately regulated.
We have observed a striking correlation between the expression
domains of the Sprouty genes and Fgf8 during this period of
development, suggesting that FGF8 may regulate Sprouty gene
expression. The absence of Sprouty gene expression in the
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primitive streak of F&f$7 embryos supports this hypothesis.
However, other FGF family members are also expressed in each
domain and could participate in the regulation of Sprouty genes.
For example, Fgf3 expression, which is detected in the primitive
streak of normal but not Fgf87 embryos (Niswander and
Martin, 1992; Sun et al., 1999), might be required for Sprouty
gene expression. On the other hand, since Fgf87 embryos
express F&fy (Sun et al., 1999), it appears that not all FGFs
induce Sprouty gene expression. At later stages of development
Sprouty gene expression is detected in specific cell types in
virtually every organ, including the eye, lung, gut, brain, kidney
and bone (data not shown; de Maximy et al., 1999), and the
correlation between Sprouty and Fgf8 gene expression does not
always hold.

Although there is extensive overlap in the expression
domains of the individual Sprouty genes up to mid
embryogenesis, there are significant differences among them.
For example, Spry2 and Spry4 are expressed in the primitive
streak whereas Spry 1 is not, and Spry 1 and Spry2 are
expressed in the midbrain and anterior hindbrain region
whereas Spry4 is not. Such differences might be due to
differences among Sprouty genes in their sensitivity to FGF
signaling or perhaps differences in other factors required for
individual Sprouty gene expression.

The functional significance of multiple Sprouty gene
expression in a given domain remains to be determined. One
possibility is that different Sprouty genes have different effects
on FGF signaling pathways or possibly other RTK signaling
pathways active in the domain. Alternatively, the effects of
different Sprouty proteins may be similar, perhaps serving to
restrict the range of FGF signaling activity as in the Drosophila
tracheal system, and the requisite amount of Sprouty activity
in a domain may be achieved by co-expression of several
different Sprouty genes. Excess mSpry2 or mSpry4 in the
developing chick limb bud caused similar phenotypes,
indicating that these two genes have similar effects, at least
when overexpressed.

Sprouty can antagonize FGF function in the limb
bud

We assessed the function of Sprouty gene products in the chick
limb bud at stages 18-28, when its development is dependent
on FGFs produced in the AER, by using a retroviral vector to
express Spry2 or Spry4 genes and examining the effects of
Sprouty overexpression on limb bud outgrowth, marker gene
expression, and skeletal element specification. In the infected
limb buds, we observed a modest to severe reduction in bud
outgrowth, but the continued expression of genes known to be
dependent on FGF signaling. These results are different from
the effects observed when all FGF signaling is eliminated by
removing the AER. However, they are similar to what has been
observed when the Fgf8 gene is specifically inactivated in the
AER of the mouse embryo limb bud (M. Lewandoski and G.
R. M., unpublished observations). On the basis of these
similarities, we suggest that the Sprouty expression obtained
by retroviral infection of chick limb buds was in most cases
sufficient to antagonize but not to eliminate FGF signaling.
However, Sprouty expression levels may have been close to the
threshold needed to eliminate FGF signaling, since a small
proportion of the limbs ultimately displayed a skeletal
phenotype similar to that obtained when the AER is removed
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Fig. 4. Effects of Sprouty
overexpression on limb
development. The prospective right
wing territory of stage 9-10 chick
embryos was infected with an
mSpry2 retrovirus. (A-D) Dorsal
views of infected embryos assayed
by whole-mount in situ
hybridization at the stages
indicated using the probes
indicated. Note the reduced size of
the infected (inf) as compared to
the contralateral, uninfected (un)
limb bud and, in A, the widespread
expression of the mSpry2
transgene in the infected limb bud.
(E) Skeletal preparation of the
wings of a stage 31 infected
embryo stained with Alcian blue.
All elements distal to the humerus
are absent in the infected wing,
whereas the contralateral
uninfected wing is normal.
(F) Skeletal preparations of the
wings of stage 39 infected embryos
stained with Alizarin red and
Alcian blue. Note that the infected
wing contains all the skeletal
elements present in the normal
wing including three digits (d; by
convention numbered 2, 3, and 4),
but fails to stain with Alizarin red,
indicating the absence of bone
formation. (G-N) Horizontal
sections through the uninfected or
infected radius, as indicated, of a K
stage 35 embryo. (G-J) Sections
stained with H&E. Boxes indicate
areas shown at higher power in I
and J. Note the absence of
hypertrophic chondrocytes (hc) in
the radius of the infected wing.
(K.L.) Sections hybridized with a
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probe for clhh. Ihh expression was detected in the uninfected but not in the infected radius. The intensely labeled vertical lines within the Ihh
expression domains in the uninfected radius are folds in the tissue. Similar folds in the infected radius, indicated by arrows, are not labeled.
(M.N.) Sections from an embryo injected with Brdu. Additional abbreviations: fe, feather bud; h, humerus; mu, muscle; pc, proliferating
chondrocytes; r, radius; sg, shoulder girdle, u, ulna.

at stages 18-19; development of the humerus but not more
distal skeletal elements (Saunders, 1948; Summerbell, 1974).
These effects might be due to interference with either FGFR1
or FGFR2 signaling pathways, since both of these receptor
genes are expressed in limb bud mesenchyme (Peters et al.,
1992; Xu et al., 1998).

In the normal limb bud, Sprouty genes are expressed in the
mesenchyme underlying the AER, consistent with their
induction by FGF signaling from the AER. This region
contains the “progress zone,” in which the cell division
responsible for limb bud outgrowth and the specification of
limb skeletal elements occurs (Summerbell et al., 1973). If
Sprouty proteins inhibit FGF signaling from the AER, as our
overexpression studies suggest, then Sprouty genes may serve
as FGF feedback inhibitors during normal limb bud
development, modulating the rate of cell proliferation or
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perhaps limiting the range of FGF signaling from the AER to
the progress zone, much as dSPRY limits the range of
FGF signaling in Drosophila tracheal development. This
model predicts that in Sprouty loss-of-function mutants limb
bud outgrowth and skeletal element patterning will be
perturbed.

The effects of Sprouty overexpression were first observed
during the bud stages of limb development (stages 18-28). We
did not observe effects on limb induction and initiation of
limb bud formation, processes that are also thought to depend
on FGF signaling (reviewed by Martin, 1998) but which
occur at stages 13-17. This was not surprising because the
recombinant virus was introduced at stages 9-10, and
retroviral gene expression does not become robust until 18
24 hours after infection (stage 17-18) (Morgan and Fekete,
1996).
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Fig. 5. A model for SPROUTY function in chondrodysplasias caused
by activating mutations in FGFR3. The mutant FGFR3 protein
(FGFR3") induces expression of one or more Sprouty genes, which
in turn inhibits a positive regulator(s) of bone elongation, but not
FGFR3", which functions as a negative regulator of bone elongation.

Sprouty overexpression causes chondrodysplasia
Analysis of limbs overexpressing Sprouty at stages when
skeletal element elongation and ossification normally occur
(stages 30-39, E6.5-E13.5), revealed that approximately two
thirds of the infected limbs display a striking chondrodysplasia.
All skeletal elements are present but each is dramatically
shorter than normal. This is apparently due to a block in the
differentiation of proliferating chondrocytes, which results in
the lack of chondrocyte hypertrophy and subsequent bone
formation.

FGF signaling is known to be a negative regulator of
endochondral bone formation. In F&fr; /- mice, the
hypertrophic zone is enlarged and there is excessive bone
elongation (Colvin et al., 1996; Deng et al., 1996). If Sprouty
always functions as an antagonist of all FGF signaling, one
would predict that Sprouty overexpression in skeletal
elements would mimic the effects of loss of FGFR3 signaling.
However, the effects of Sprouty overexpression in the chick
limb mimicked or were more severe than those caused by
excess FGF signaling (Coffin et al., 1995; Vogel et al., 1996).
The gross morphologic and histologic features of the affected
limbs were similar to those seen in several human
chondrodysplasias caused by mutations in Fgfr; that result in
ligand-independent signaling activity by the receptor (Horton
and Hecht, 1993; Webster and Donoghue, 1997; Burke et al.,
1998). Fetuses heterozygous for the most strongly activating
mutations are afflicted with type I Thanatophoric Dysplasia
(TD), the most common form of lethal congenital dwarfism,
and have short, thick, excessively curved femurs, and a
paucity of hypertrophic chondrocytes. Heterozygosity for less
strongly activating mutations in Fgfr; are associated with the
most common form of congenital dwarfism, Achondroplasia
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(Ach). Fetuses homozygous for such mutations have a
phenotype that closely resembles type I TD. Recent studies
show that the skeletal elements in transgenic mice
overexpressing an Fgfry mutant allele, similar to the one that
causes Ach, display a decrease in the hypertrophic and
proliferative zones, and a modest reduction in bone length
(Naski et al., 1998). One possible explanation for our results
is that in developing bone, and perhaps other developmental
settings, Sprouty might function as an enhancer rather than
an antagonist of FGFR3 signaling.

Alternatively, Sprouty overexpression may have no effect on
signaling via FGFR3, but instead may antagonize other FGFR
signaling pathways that function as positive regulators of
endochondral bone formation. Presently, there is no genetic
evidence that FGF signaling positively regulates chondrocyte
differentiation, but Fgfr) is expressed in osteoblasts and
hypertrophic chondrocytes, and Fgfr2 is expressed in the
perichondrium (Peters et al., 1992). Their potential roles in
skeletal development are not known because severe loss-of
function F&fr1 and Fgfr2 mutations cause lethality before the
bones form (Deng et al., 1995; Yamaguchi et al., 1995; Arman
et al., 1998; Xu et al., 1998). FGFR4 is an unlikely candidate
because loss-of-function studies indicate that it is not required
for bone development (Weinstein et al., 1998). It is also
possible that the chondrodysplasia that we observed is due to
Sprouty-mediated inhibition of EGFR or some other RTK
signaling pathway (Bergmann et al., 1998; Casci et al., 1999;
Kramer et al., 1999) that positively regulates endochondral
bone formation. One prediction of this model, consistent with
our observation that FGF signaling induces Sprouty gene
expression, is that the activating mutations in F&fr; that cause
human chondrodysplasias result in excess expression of one or
more Sprouty genes. The resulting high levels of Sprouty
protein would then inhibit an FGF signaling pathway (other
than FGFR3) or some other RTK pathway required for normal
endochondral ossification (Fig. 5). Tests of this hypothesis will
require analysis of skeletal tissue from individuals with
FGFR3-mediated chondrodysplasias, as well as a better
understanding of the expression and functions of Sprouty and
FGF receptor genes in normal skeletal development.
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Chick Spry1 and Spry2

The chick homologs, cSpry1 and cSpry2, were found to be expressed in very

similar regions as the mouse homologs (Figs. 2.1, 2.2, and data not shown). At

HH 10, they are expressed in the closing anterior neuropore at the front of the

presumptive forebrain, the prospective mes/met region, the prospective

branchial arches, and the primitive streak. After complete anterior neuropore

fusion, by HH 11/12, cSpry1 and cSpry2 are then expressed in the rostral

prospective forebrain. In addition to these regions, their expression is also

detected in the limb buds, somites, and the tailbud at later stages (HH 21 – HH

26).

In Drosophila, sprouty was demonstrated to be induced by an Fgf homolog

(Hacohen et al., 1998). From mouse and chick characterization studies, it was

noted that the expression regions of cSpry1 and cSpry2 closely overlapped with

and extended beyond cFgf8 expression (see Fig. 2.2, and data not shown), hence

suggesting the vertebrate homologs of Sprouty were similarly induced by FGF

signaling. In addition to other experiments, Fgf3-bead induction assays in the

chick interlimb and caudal forebrain demonstrated that FGFs can induce Spry

expression within three hours (Fig. 2.3 and Table 2.1). Interestingly, the induced

patch of expression appears isolated to the side of the embryo which received the

bead, and does not appear to cross to the other side of the embryo even when

beads are placed closer to the midline, in either the interlimb or the caudal

forebrain. Embryo sections of the interlimb region show that the induction is

only on the side of the neural tube closest to the bead (Fig. 2.3). Preliminary

experiments suggest this induction can occur in roughly 1 hour.

-* * *-
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Figure 2.1. Expression of cSpry1 in early chick embryos at Hamburger-Hamilton
(HH) stages indicated, in dorsal (HH 10 and HH11) and lateral views (HH 14 to
HH 25/26). Note that expression is located in the prospective rostral forebrain
(Fb), mes/met border (isthmic organizer, IsC), branchial arches (BA), and the
primitive streak (PS). At later stages, there is also expression in the frontonasal
processes (FP), limb buds (LB), somites (Som), and tailbud (Tb).

Figure 2.2. Expression of cSpry2 in early chick embryos at Hamburger-Hamilton
(HH) stages indicated, in dorsal (HH 10, HH 12) and lateral (HH 15, HH 23)
views. Expression is located in regions similar to that of cSpry1, including the
prospective rostral forebrain (Fb), mes/met border (isthmic organizer, IsC),
branchial arches (BA), primitive streak (PS), and later also in the frontonasal
processes (FP), limb buds (LB), somites (Som), and tailbud. At HH23, cSpry2
(right) expression is compared with that of cFgf8 (left). The expression patterns of
both cSpry1 (see Fig. 2.1) and cSpry2 are similar and overlap with cFgf8
expression.

Figure 2.3. cSpry2 expression is induced by FGF4 in the chick caudal forebrain
and interlimb regions, cSpry2 is induced by a bead of FGF4 (marked by red
asterisk) inserted into the neuroepithelium, shown in dorsal (left) and lateral
(right) views. FGF4-beads inserted into the lateral plate mesoderm of the
interlimb region induce cSpry2 expression after one (dorsal view) and three
hours (dorsal view and cross section, black bar ~0.5 mm) of incubation. The
arrows point to the region of cSpry2 expression in the neural tube, which does
not appear to cross the dorsal midline.
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Table 2.1. Expression of cSpry 1 and cSpry2 is induced specifically by FGF4-beads in º,
the chick interlimb flank and caudal forebrain, in contrast to control PBS-beads. º

- - º

time of incubation FGF4-bead PBS-bead & -

with bead (no. of induced / (no. of induced / º
(hours) total embryos) total embryos) * *

INTERLIMB &

cSpry 1 3 5/6 0/5
º

24 5/5 0/6

cSpry.2 1 4/5
-

3 6/6 0/3 -
6 4/4

- -

12 8/8
-

18 7/7 0/2
24 8/8 0/4

FOREBRAIN º
**

cSpry.2 3 7/8
- s .*.

24 1 1/13 0/3 º
** *- -

º -

º,
* - " º º
4. *

- ** ■ t J

• * -
r • *

* º
s

~,º
*- 1.
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SUMMARY

Numerous studies have demonstrated that the midbrain and cerebellum

develop from a region of the early neural tube comprising two distinct territories

known as the mesencephalon (mes) and rostral metencephalon (met; rhombomere

1), respectively. Development of the mes and met is thought to be regulated by

molecules produced by a signaling center, termed the isthmic organizer (ISO),

which is localized at the boundary between them. FGF8 and WNT1 have been

implicated as key components of IsO signaling activity, and previous studies have

shown that in Wnt1-/- embryos, the mes/met is deleted by the 30 somite stage (~

embryonic day [E]10) (McMahon et al., Cell 69,581-595, 1992). Here, we have

studied the function of FGF8 in mouse mes/met development using a conditional * * * *

gene inactivation approach. In our mutant embryos, Fgf8 expression was * ..

transiently detected, but then was eliminated in the mes/met by the 10 somite º

stage (~ E8.75). This resulted in a failure to maintain expression of Wnt1 as well as

Fgfl7, Fgfl&, and Gbx2 in the mes/met at early somite stages, and in the absence --

of the midbrain and cerebellum at E17.5. We show that a major cause of the

deletion of these structures is ectopic cell death in the mes/met between the 7 to

30 somite stages. Interestingly, we found that the prospective midbrain was

deleted at an earlier stage than the prospective cerebellum. We observed a

remarkably similar pattern of cell death in Wnt1 null homozygotes, and also

detected ectopic mes/met cell death in En1 null homozygotes. Our data show that

Fgf8 is part of a complex gene regulatory network that is essential for cell survival

in the mes/met.
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INTRODUCTION

A major issue in developmental neurobiology is how the vertebrate neural

tube becomes regionalized and patterned along its axes. Substantial progress has

been made toward understanding the molecular mechanism of specification and

early anterior-posterior (A-P) patterning of the region that forms the midbrain

and cerebellum (reviewed by Liu and Joyner, 2001a; Martinez, 2001; Nakamura,

2001; Wurst and Bally-Cuif, 2001). This region originates from two distinct

portions of the early neural tube, the mesencephalon (mes), which gives rise to the

midbrain, and the rostral metencephalon (met; rhombomere 1 [r1] at the anterior

end of the hindbrain), which gives rise to cerebellum dorsally and pons ventrally

(Alvarado-Mallart, 1993; Wingate and Hatten, 1999). Development of the mes and

met is thought to be regulated and coordinated by molecules produced in a

signaling center, known as the isthmic organizer (ISO), which develops at the

mes/met boundary, and eventually co-localizes with an anatomical feature called

the isthmic constriction.

Mes/met specification and A-P patterning begin during gastrulation, with the

induction of gene expression that distinguishes the mes/met from the rest of the

neuroepithelium (paired-related [Pax) and engrailed-related [En] transcription

factor genes) and the prospective mes from met (Otx2 and Gbx2 transcription

factor genes, respectively). Genetic analysis in mice has demonstrated that Pax2

and Pax5 (Bouchard et al., 2000) and En 1 and En2 (Hanks et al., 1995),

respectively, are functionally equivalent in the mes/met, and that in the absence

of either pair of genes, the entire midbrain to cerebellum region is deleted

(Schwarz et al., 1997; Wurst et al., 1994; W.W. and A. Joyner, unpublished
º º
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observations). Within the mes/met, Otx2 and Gbx2 act antagonistically and are *...
required for positioning and function of the IsO (reviewed by Simeone, 2000; Liu º

and Joyner, 2001a; Wurst and Bally-Cuif, 2001; see also Li and Joyner, 2001; Tººl s

Martinez-Barbera et al., 2001). > º
a

The patterning activity of the IsC) was initially demonstrated in avian embryos º

by studies showing that grafts of tissue that include the mes/met boundary

region could induce cells in the caudal forebrain to develop into an ectopic

midbrain and cells in the posterior hindbrain to develop into ectopic cerebellar

structures (reviewed by Puelles et al., 1996; Wassef and Joyner, 1997). Gene

expression analysis identified members of the WNT and FGF families of secreted º

signaling molecules as candidate mediators of ISO activity. In the mouse cº

mes/met, Wnt1 expression is first detected at the 1 somite stage (som) (embryonic

day [E] 8.0) throughout the prospective midbrain, but is soon restricted to a . * * º

transverse band at its caudal end, and is also expressed along the lateral edges of - ■ t J

the neural plate (McMahon et al., 1992; Parr et al., 1993). Fgf8 expression is first * s
detected at ~3-5 som, and initially extends throughout the prospective cerebellum sº º

(r.1), but is soon restricted to a narrow band at the anterior end of the hindbrain. cº
Thus Wnt1 and Fgf8 are expressed in adjacent bands on either side of the *.
midbrain/hindbrain boundary (Crossley and Martin, 1995). -] º

As yet, there is no evidence that WNT1 can effect ISO patterning activity. *** -

However, Wnt1 is essential for mes/met development, since first prospective s
midbrain and then cerebellum are deleted at early stages in Wnt1-/- embryos * ...

(McMahon and Bradley, 1990; McMahon et al., 1992; Thomas and Capecchi, 1990). tº

Further studies have suggested that in the mes/met, Wnt1 is required to promote º
o,

º
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cell proliferation (Dickinson et al., 1994; Wurst and Bally-Cuif, 2001), to maintain

En1 expression (Danielian and McMahon, 1996), and to maintain a stable

midbrain/hindbrain boundary (Bally-Cuif et al., 1995).

Unlike WNT1, FGF8 can mimic the effects of grafts of the mes/met boundary

region in the chick, in some cases inducing diencephalic tissue to form complete

ectopic midbrains as well as cerebellar tissue (Crossley et al., 1996; Martinez et al.,

1999; Shamim et al., 1999). The results of experiments aimed at determining how

FGF8 affects cells that are competent to form mes/met tissue have not been

entirely consistent, but generally support the hypothesis that it normally

stimulates cell proliferation in the mes/met and maintains gene expression

required for IsO activity (reviewed by Liu and Joyner, 2001a; Wurst and Bally

Cuif, 2001).

The role of FGF8 in mes/met development cannot be investigated in Fgf8-/-

mouse embryos because they fail to gastrulate (Sun et al., 1999), but it can be

studied in Fgf8 hypomorphs, which survive to birth. A preliminary analysis has * *

shown that when Fgf8 expression is reduced, a substantial portion of the midbrain

as well as isthmus and cerebellum are deleted (Meyers et al., 1998). However, it is

possible that the brain phenotypes in such hypomorphic embryos are secondary

to mild defects caused by reduced Fgf8 expression during gastrulation. To

address this concern, we have used a conditional gene inactivation approach to

determine the effects of inactivating Fgf8 in the mes/met without perturbing its

expression during gastrulation. We show that this causes extensive cell death in

the mes/met before E10, and confirm that Fgf8 is part of a gene regulatory

network that is essential for mes/met development. Together with the results of
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previous studies, our data suggest that loss of F&f8 function may be the cause of 2.

the deletions that are also observed in embryos that lack Wnt1, En1/2, or Pax2/5 t

gene function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Production and genotyping of mutant embryos. All mouse lines used in this

study were maintained on a mixed genetic background. To obtain Fgf8 “MHB KO --

mutants," we crossed En1Crº/* mice (Kimmel et al., 2000) to mice heterozygous for

Fgf842.3 (Meyers et al., 1998); hereafter referred to as Fgf8mill or Fgf8-). Their

En 16 re/+,Fgf8null/4 male offspring were mated to Fgf8■ loºflox (Meyers et al., 1998) A

females. The desired EnTCrº/*,Fgf8mull■ low progeny were obtained at the expected
- ** º

frequency (~25%). Their EnTCre/+,Fgf8■ low/or Fgf8■ lovnull or Fgf8■ lov't littermates,

which develop normally, were used as control embryos. The EnTC” allele was

detected by a PCR assay for cre (Sun et al., 2002). To detect the Enlit allele, we . . . ■ º J

used the following PCR primer pair: 5’-CACCGCACCACCAACTTTTTC-3 and
º

º
5-TCGCATCTGGAGCACACAAGAG-3’ to amplify a 238 bp fragment

- * &

representing Enl sequences replaced by cre in EnTCre. Standard PCR conditions º
were used for a 35-cycle run with an annealing temperature of 59°C. º

Fgf8meo/neo and Fgf8meo/hull embryos were obtained from appropriate crosses of º
Fgf8"eo/* and Fgf8mull/4 mice, and genotyped as previously described (Meyers et º s

al., 1998; Sun et al., 2002). Their F&f8meo/*, F&f8mull/4 and Fgf8+/+ littermates were

used as controls. Mice carrying a Wnt1 null allele on a Swiss Webster background cº

were kindly provided by A. McMahon. Wnt1+/− mice were crossed inter se to º,

obtain null mutant homozygotes. Genotyping by PCR was performed as º
■ º
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previously described (McMahon and Bradley, 1990). Their heterozygous and

wild-type littermates were used as control embryos. To obtain En1 null

homozygotes, En1Cre/* mice were crossed inter se. Enlore/* and Enlº/* littermates

were used as controls. Mice carrying the R26R (Soriano, 1999) Cre reporter gene

were kindly provided by P. Soriano.

Embryos were collected at various stages of gestation, and dissected free of

maternal tissues in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) before use in specific assays.

Noon of the day of vaginal plug detection was designated embryonic day (E) 0.5.

Prior to E10, embryos were staged by determining somite number (Jacobson and

Tam, 1982). In the mouse, a new pair of somites is generated every 1.5 to 2 hours

(Tam, 1986). DNA for genotype analysis was prepared from embryonic or yolk

Sac tissue.

Histological analysis, immunolocalization, and in situ hybridization assays.

E17.5 embryonic brains were left in situ, but the overlying epithelium was

dissected open to allow penetration of Clarke's fixative (75% EtOH, 25% glacial

acetic acid). Heads were fixed for 14 to 24 hr at room temperature, stored in 70%

EtOH, then embedded in paraffin and sectioned at 12pm in the sagittal and

horizontal planes. Serial sections were stained with cressyl violet or processed to

detect tyrosine hydroxylase (TH). Sections were incubated overnight in anti-TH

antibody (Inst. Jacques BOY S.A., Reims, France), per manufacturer's

recommendations. Antibody staining was detected using biotinylated anti-rabbit

IgG and streptavidin conjugated with peroxidase (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA).

Parallel sections were processed without primary antibody as controls for the
Specificity of the immunolabelling.

* *
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Whole mount immunohistochemistry was performed essentially as described

by O'Connor et al. (1999) using 2H3 antibody (Dodd et al., 1988) supernatant

(Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, U. Iowa) and an HRP-linked sheep

anti-mouse secondary antibody (Amersham Pharmacia NA931). Samples were

post-fixed, dehydrated, and cleared in 1:2 Benzyl Benzoate:Benzyl Alcohol.

Whole mount RNA in situ hybridization was performed on embryos fixed in

4% PFA (in PBS), and processed essentially as described by Neubuser et al. (1997).

Digoxigenin-labeled ribroprobes were used to detect expression of En1 (Danielian

and McMahon, 1996), Fgf8-exon3 (Lewandoski et al., 2000), full-length Fgf8

(Crossley and Martin, 1995), Fgfl7 and Fgfl& (Maruoka et al., 1998), Gbx2

(Wassarman et al., 1997), Hoxaz (Wilkinson et al., 1989), Otx2 (Simeone et al.,

1993), Pax2 (Dressler et al., 1990), Spry2 (Minowada et al., 1999), and Wnt1

(McMahon et al., 1992). For simultaneous detection of Otx2 and Hoxaz RNA, the

probes were mixed in a 1:2 ratio. B-Galactosidase was assayed essentially as

described by Logan et al. (1993).

Assays for cell death. For whole mount Nile Blue Sulfate (NBS) staining,

embryos were washed in PBS and incubated at 37°C in filtered NBS solution (10

■ ig/ml NBS (Sigma N-5632] in PBS containing 0.1% Tween 20 [PBTI). Incubation

times varied with embryo stage: 0–10 som, 15 min; 10–30 som, 20 min; >30 som, 40

min. Embryos were then washed in PBS at room temperature and photographed

immediately.

Whole mount TUNEL was performed with the "In Situ Cell Death Detection,

POD"kit (Roche) following a modified protocol (A. Strickler, pers. comm.).

EmbryOs were fixed in 4% PFA and stored in MeOH, then rehydrated into PBT

ºf
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and treated with proteinase K (20 ug/ml in PBT) for 2 to 10 min. They were then

post-fixed in 4% PFA/0.2% glutaraldehyde for 20 min, incubated for 1 hr in 3%

H2O2 in MeOH to inactivate endogenous peroxidases, then permeabilized in 0.1%

Sodium Citrate/0.1% Triton X-100 for 5 min on ice. The treated embryos were

then incubated in Roche kit TUNEL Reaction Mix for 1 hr at 37°C, and washed in

PBT. To block nonspecific antibody binding, embryos were next incubated in

KTBT buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150mMNaCl, 10 mM KCl, 1% Triton)

containing 2% Blocking Reagent (Roche 1096.176) and 20% sheep serum. Embryos

were then incubated in Roche kit converter POD for 30 min at 37°C, and washed

in PBT. Finally, specimens were reacted in diaminobenzidine for 30 to 90 min.

RESULTS

Inactivation of Fgf8 in the mes/met by Cre-mediated recombination

To knock-out (KO) Fgf8 in the mes/met at early stages of brain development,

we generated EnTCrº/*,Fgf8■ lov/hull embryos (hereafter referred to as “MHB KO

mutants") using the cross described in the Materials and Methods. In these

embryos, Fgf8■ ”, an allele with wild-type activity, is converted by Cre-mediated

recombination into Fgf8mill (Meyers et al., 1998; see Fig. 1A), resulting in

homozygosity for Fgf8mill in cells that produced Cre, and all of their descendants.

The timing of Fgf8 inactivation in MHB KO mutants depends on when Cre

protein is produced by En 10”, a null allele in which the cre gene partially

replaces EN1 coding sequence (Kimmel et al., 2000; Fig. 1A). Based on what is

known about the pattern of Enl expression (Davis et al., 1991; Davis and Joyner,

_* < .
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1988; Fig. 1B, and data not shown), we anticipated that EnTCrº might produce >.

sufficient Cre protein throughout the midbrain/hindbrain boundary region to ".
º

eliminate Fgf8 function by 3 som, when Fgf8 expression normally commences in

a subset of En1-expressing cells.

To assess Cre function, we examined En1Crº/* embryos carrying the R26R

reporter gene (Soriano, 1999) at ~E8.0-E8.5. Cre activity, as reflected by B

Galactosidase activity (R-GAL; see Fig. 1A), was first detected in only a few cells

at 2 som, more cells at 5 som, and in most or all cells by 7 som, in a domain

encompassing the mes/met (Fig. 1C). We also assayed MHB KO mutants for

functional Fgf8 RNA using a probe that hybridizes to exon 3 sequence that is

deleted by Cre-mediated recombination of Fgf8/10* and is therefore absent from

the Fgf8mull allele (Meyers et al., 1998). Fgf8 RNA was detected in the mes/met at

3-7 som, but at a lower level than in control embryos. At 8 som, the level was even

lower in mutant embryos, and from ~10 som it was not detected in mutants but T.J.

was readily detected in control embryos (Fig. 1D, and data not shown). Together, - º
* - º

the data suggest that in our MHB KO mutants, functional Fgf8 RNA is expressed º

normally at ~3-5 som, but subsequently its level decreases progressively, such c).
that by ~10 som, it is no longer expressed in the mes/met. sº

T "…
º

Deletion of mes/met derivatives increases in severity with progressive loss of º
--

-
S.

Fgf8 function **
* *

- - -
A.

Previously, we reported that homozygosity for an Fgf8 hypomorphicallele,
gº

Fgf8?”, caused deletion of posterior midbrain and cerebellar tissue. In F&f8”/"
2.

compound heterozygotes, larger deletions were observed. Reduced Fgf8 function º,
-*.

tºo
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in these mutant embryos also caused other defects, including absence of the

olfactory bulbs in both genotypes, and severe forebrain, craniofacial, heart, and

kidney abnormalities in Fgf8meo/hull embryos (Meyers et al., 1998). In contrast, in

E17.5 MHB KO mutants, we found that the midbrain, isthmus, and cerebellum

was deleted, but olfactory bulb, forebrain, and craniofacial development appeared

normal (Fig. 2A–B), and we detected no obvious abnormalities in other organs

(M. Lewandoski and G.R.M., unpublished observations). These data demonstrate

that inactivating Fgf8 using EnTCre causes defects specifically in structures that

develop from the mes/met.

To more precisely determine the consequences of reducing or eliminating Fgf8

function in the mes/met, we performed a histological analysis of brains from

mutants expressing different amounts of functional Fgf8 RNA (n=6 of each

genotype). Since Fgf8meo/he", Fgf8meo/hull, and MHB KO mutants die soon after they

are born, we carried out this analysis at E17.5, shortly before birth. Despite the

mixed genetic background of the mutant embryos, we observed relatively little

variation in the phenotype of the midbrain to cerebellar region among individuals

of a given genotype.

In F&f8neo/neo embryos, in which the level of functional Fgf8 RNA has been

roughly estimated to be ~40% of the amount in wild-type embryos (Meyers et al.,

1998), the rostral midbrain appeared normal, but caudal regions of the midbrain,

including a substantial portion of the posterior superior colliculus and the entire

inferior colliculus were missing, as was the isthmus. Dorsal anterior hindbrain

tissue (cerebellum) was largely deleted, except in the most lateral regions. The

locus ceruleus, a marker of ventrolateral anterior hindbrain tissue (the pons), was

~ &

, - ºr *
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present but reduced in size (Fig. 2C-D', and data not shown). This suggests that ×.
"…

when Fgf8 expression is moderately reduced, at least part of the midbrain and
º

intermediate and basal anterior hindbrain still develops.
*

< ºIn F&f$neo/hull embryos, in which functional Fgf8 RNA is presumably reduced
-

to approximately half the level in Fgf8+0/hº embryos, the extent of the deletion

was greater. Rostrally, all midbrain tissue except the posterior pretectal nucleus

(PPT) was absent. Although its name implies that the PPT is of forebrain origin,

comparative anatomical studies indicate that it is a midbrain structure derived

from the rostral mesencephalon (Lagares et al., 1994). Caudally, no cerebellar

tissue was observed, and the locus ceruleus was absent. However, the pontine
-

A

nucleus, which is derived primarily from tissue caudal to the prospective

cerebellum, was present and appeared normal (Fig. 2E, E, and data not shown).

MHB KO mutants exhibited the most severe phenotype. The entire midbrain, ... • ".

including the PPT, and the anterior hindbrain were deleted, but the pontine º ºil)

nucleus was normal (Fig. 2F,F', and data not shown). The posterior commissure, r º
which comprises axons of pretectal (forebrain) nuclei, appeared abnormally sº

extended (Fig. 2F), perhaps because of the lack of caudal tissue to confine it. These cº,
data show that Fgf8 is essential for development of the mes/met, and that even a º

*.

moderate decrease in the level of functional Fgf8 RNA results in deletions of → *

posterior midbrain and most cerebellar tissue. A more substantial decrease results º

in the absence of almost the entire midbrain, except for the PPT, and all anterior º
hindbrain structures. Finally, elimination of Fgf8 function results in complete S.' º
deletion of the territory spanning from the rostral end of the midbrain through cº

the cerebellum, whereas tissues derived from adjacent anterior or posterior *.
■ º
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regions are intact. However, because Fgf8 MHB KO mutants are heterozygous for

a null allele of Enl, we cannot formally rule out the possibility that reduced Enl

dosage played some role in the deletion of the PPT in those mutants.

To study the effect of reducing or eliminating Fgf8 function at an earlier stage,

we performed immunohistochemistry using an anti-neurofilament antibody that

detects the cranial nerves (n) and their associated ganglia (g) that mark

derivatives of specific portions of the mes/met by ~E10.5 (reviewed by Cordes,

2001; Fig. 2G). In E10.5Fgf8meoneo embryos, niW (trochlear), which marks the

isthmus, was absent, but other markers appeared normal (2/2; Fig. 2H, and data

not shown). In contrast, in both Fgf8meo/hull (2/2) and MHB KO (3/3) embryos, not

only n!V, but also n/II (oculomotor), which marks the ventral midbrain, and the

r1-derived component of the trigeminal nV were either absent or severely

truncated. Cranial nerves and ganglia originating from r2 and more caudal

territory, including the trigeminal gW, n/gWII (facial), and n/g VIII (acoustic),

appeared normal (Fig. 2LJ, and data not shown). These data are consistent with

the results of our histological analysis at E17.5, in that they show a correlation

between the amount of functional Fgf8 expression and the amount of mes/met

derived tissue present. Furthermore, since the trigeminal and more posterior

ganglia appeared to be intact in all three mutants, the results indicate that the

effects of loss of Fgf8 function in the midbrain/hindbrain boundary region do not

extend caudally beyond r1. In addition, these data demonstrate that the deletions,

including loss of ventral structures, occur by ~E10.5.

Inactivation of Fgf8 causes extensive cell death in the mes/met

* .
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Although previous studies have suggested that Fgf8 functions as a

proliferation factor in the mes/met (Lee et al., 1997; Xu et al., 2000), in several

other developmental contexts Fgf8 has been found to be required for cell survival

(Moon et al., 2000; Storm et al., 2003; Sun et al., 2002; Trumpp et al., 1999). To

determine if cell death might be a cause of the deletions described above, we

assayed for cell death in MHB KO mutants at E8.0-E10.0 by staining with Nile

Blue Sulfate (NBS), which specifically marks dying cells (Tone et al., 1983), and by

using the TUNEL assay, which detects apoptotic cells. Because some cell death is

a normal part of brain development (Weil et al., 1997), dying cells were observed

in control embryos at all stages assayed (Fig. 3, and data not shown). At 2-5 som

(~E8.0-E8.25), the number and distribution of NBS-positive (NBS) cells appeared

similar in MHB KO mutants (n=5) and control littermates (n=13). However, by 7-9

som (~E8.5), a small amount of ectopic cell death was detected in the mes/met of

all MHB KO mutants assayed (NBS, n=6 mutants, 21 controls; TUNEL, n=1

mutant, 1 control; Fig. 3A, and data not shown), and by 11-13 som (~E8.75), the

amount of ectopic cell death was dramatically increased throughout the mes/met

(NBS, n=9 mutants, 17 controls; TUNEL, n=2 mutants, 3 controls). Interestingly,

the dying cells appeared to be localized primarily in the alar plate (dorsal portion)

(Fig. 3B, and data not shown). It seems unlikely that this is an artifact of the whole

mount staining procedure because the mes/met section of the neural tube is open

at these early stages, and therefore dorsal and ventral regions should have been

equally accessible to NBS stain. Thus, our data show that cell death in the

prospective mes/met increased as the level of functional Fgf8 RNA decreased

(Fig. 1D).

* *
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At 14–15 som (~E8.75-E9.0), the domain of ectopic cell death extended along >.

the entire rostrocaudal length of the mes/met, and the prospective midbrain º
appeared smaller than normal (NBS, n=9 mutants, 23 controls; TUNEL, n=1 º º

mutant, 1 control; Fig. 3C, and data not shown). By 19-20 som (~E9.25), the s º

mutant midbrain appeared to have been deleted, whereas the prospective

cerebellum was still present and contained many dying cells not observed in

control embryos (NBS, n=5 mutants, 9 controls; Fig. 3D, and data not shown). r

During the period between 21-29 som, ectopic cell death continued to be detected

by NBS staining in what remained of the mutant anterior hindbrain (n=32

mutants, 60 controls; Fig. 4C, and data not shown). Section analysis of embryos

TUNEL-labeled in whole mount (Fig. 3B, D) showed that dying cells were º
localized in the neuroepithelium, primarily in the alar plate (not shown). By 30 º

som (~E10.0), the mutant prospective cerebellum appeared to have been deleted, . º,
and subsequently (30-40 som), ectopic cell death was no longer detected (NBS, º CJ t

n=10 mutants, 12 controls; data not shown). º -
s

We observed a similar pattern of ectopic cell death in the mes/met of º cº

Fgf8°/hull embryos. However, as expected, these mutants differed from the MHB cº
KO embryos in that ectopic cell death was also detected in other regions of the º 1. i.
brain (Storm et al., 2003), as well as in other tissues (data not shown). No ectopic ■ º
cell death was detected in En1Crº/*,Fgf8■ low/* control embryos, indicating that the Sº
effects observed in the MHB KO mutants cannot be attributed to cre expression. s
Together, our data show that complete loss of Fgf8 function causes extensive cell * ºn

death in the mes/met, and that the prospective midbrain is deleted before the Cº.,

prospective cerebellum. º,
Cº.

■ º
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Cell death in the mes/met of Wnt1-- and Ent-- embryos ».
Deletions of midbrain and cerebellum have been observed following loss of º

function of several other genes, including Wnt1 and En1. Although the phenotype º sº

of Wnt1-/- embryos can vary, tissue loss similar in extent to what we observed in *

Fgf8meo/null or MHB KO mutants has been observed (McMahon and Bradley, 1990; º

Thomas and Capecchi, 1990; A. McMahon, pers, comm.). Interestingly, it was

previously reported that ectopic cell death was detected in the rostral dorsal

metencephalon of Wnt1-/- embryos at 20-30 som, but not in the prospective

midbrain at earlier stages (Serbedzija et al., 1996). However, we detected ectopic

cell death throughout the mes/met of Wnt1-/- embryos at 7-8 som (n=8 mutants, 5 A

wild-type controls; Fig. 4A, and data not shown) and 12-14 som (n=6 mutants, 4 º cº

controls; Fig. 4B, and data not shown). At 26–28 som, most of the mutant midbrain o

was deleted, and ectopic cell death continued to be detected in what remained of º
the rostral metencephalon (n=3 mutants, 3 Wnt1+/+ or Wnt1+/- controls; Fig. 4C, a- CJ

and data not shown).
* *

Deletions of posterior midbrain and cerebellar tissue were also observed in a

embryos that lack Engrailed gene function. On some genetic backgrounds, EnT/- cº
embryos have a midbrain and cerebellum phenotype (Wurst et al., 1994) similar to .."
that of Fgf8meo/neo embryos at E17.5, whereas loss of function of both Enl and En2,

s

which are co-expressed in the mes/met, results in a more extensive deletion º *

(Joyner, 1996; W. W. and A. Joyner, unpublished observations), similar to what

we observed in Fgf8 MHB KO mutants. We detected an abnormal number of º
NBS cells in both the prospective posterior midbrain and cerebellum of embryos

*

homozygous for EnlCre (hereafter referred to as EnT) at 22-28 som (n=9 mutants, *.
■ º
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13 Enl"/- or Enlº/* controls; Fig. 4C, and data not shown). Together our data

suggest that cell death is a likely cause of the midbrain and cerebellum deletions

observed in embryos that lack Wnt1 or En1 function. Moreover, the pattern and

timing of cell death in Wnt1-■ embryos is remarkably similar to what we

observed in Fgf8 MHB KO mutants, with deletion of the prospective midbrain

occurring before deletion of the prospective cerebellum.

FGF8 is required to maintain gene expression in the mes/met

Gain of function studies have demonstrated that FGF8 can induce ectopic

expression of several genes that are normally expressed in the mes/met, raising

the possibility that FGF8 regulates their expression during normal brain ***

development (reviewed by Liu and Joyner, 2001a; Wurst and Bally-Cuif, 2001).

However, to definitively determine whether Fgf8 is required to induce or .

maintain the expression of specific genes in the mes/met, loss of function

experiments are required. We assayed gene expression in our MHB KO mutants
---

at 7-9 som, when the level of functional Fgf8 RNA was very reduced compared to

normal (Fig. 1D), but before much ectopic cell death was detected (Fig. 3A, and

data not shown). Four genes were found to be negatively affected by the loss of

Fgf8 function. Wnt1 expression is normally upregulated and detected in a band at

the caudal end of the prospective midbrain at 7-9 som (Parr et al., 1993; Fig. 5A).

In MHB KO mutants, no band of Wnt1 expression was observed, although Wnt1

RNA was detected at normal levels along the lateral edges of the open neural tube

(Fig. 5B). Similarly, Gbx2 RNA, which is normally detected in a band at the rostral

end of the metencephalon (Bouillet et al., 1995; Fig.5C), was not detected in this

- -,

-
-º-,
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domain in MHB KO mutants (Fig. 5D). In contrast, Gbx2 RNA was readily

detected in the posterior hindbrain of both MHB KO mutants and control

embryos (Fig. 5C,D). Fgfl7 and Fgf8 expression, which is normally detected in

the midbrain/hindbrain boundary region (Maruoka et al., 1998; Xu et al., 2000;

Fig. 5E,G) was either barely detected (Fig.5F, and data not shown) or not detected

(Fig. 5H) in MHB KO mutants. At a later stage (12-15 som), no expression of these

genes was detected (data not shown). Together with studies of the normal

expression patterns of these genes, our data suggest that FGF8 is required to

induce or maintain Fgfl& and to maintain Wnt1, Gbx2 and Fgfl7 expression in the

mes/met.

The specificity of these effects was demonstrated by experiments showing that

cells in the midbrain/hindbrain boundary region of the mutant embryos were

capable of expressing other genes at 7-9 som. For example, using a probe

containing sequences present in all Fgf8 transcripts in our embryos, we detected

Fgf8 RNA at the same level in MHB KO mutants and their normal littermates (Fig.

5IJ, and data not shown). These data indicate that FGF8 is not required for

transcription of Fgf8 in the midbrain/hindbrain boundary region, similar to what

has been observed in the limb (Sun et al., 2002). Likewise, we detected little

difference between MHB KO mutants and control embryos in the levels of Pax2

(Fig. 5K,L) or Spry2 (data not shown) RNAs, whereas the level of En1 RNA

appeared to be slightly lower in the mutant than in control embryos (Fig.5M,N).

However, when the assays were performed several somite stages later, after Fgf8

had been completely inactivated (see Fig. 1D), expression of these genes was

detected in MHB KO mutants at very low levels, in small patches (Fig. 50-V, and

data not shown) that may represent a remnant of the ventral mes/met or the
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rostral met. Thus, at later stages (13-16 som), the reduction in Pax2, Spry2, and En1

expression could be either due directly to lack of FGF8 activity or a secondary

consequence of cell death.

At early neural plate stages, Otx2 is normally expressed in a domain that

stretches from the rostral end of the prospective forebrain to the caudal end of the

prospective midbrain (Fig. 2C). Numerous studies have suggested that Gbx2

expressed in the rostral metencephalon negatively regulates Otx2 expression and

restricts its caudal border to the midbrain/hindbrain boundary (Li and Joyner,

2001; Li et al., 2002; Martinez-Barbera et al., 2001; and references therein), and that

FGF8 may play a role in this process by regulating Gbx2 expression in r1 (Garda et

al., 2001; Irving and Mason, 2000; Liu et al., 1999; Martinez et al., 1999; Sato et al.,

2001). In order to determine if the posterior limit of the Otx2 expression domain

was altered in MHB KO mutants, we assayed for Otx2 RNA in combination with

a probe for Hoxa2, which is strongly expressed in r3. At 7-9 som, we detected no

obvious difference between the distance from the caudal end of Otx2 expression

domain to r3 in control and MHB KO mutants (Fig. 50,P). However, by the 12-13

som stage, this distance appeared to be slightly reduced in MHB KO as compared

with control embryos (Fig. 5W,X), possibly reflecting a posterior shift in the

caudal limit of Otx2 expression, or a small amount of tissue loss.

DISCUSSION

We have shown that when the Fgf8 gene is inactivated in the mes/met at

early somite stages, the entire midbrain, isthmus, and cerebellum are absent at

E17.5, whereas tissues that originate just rostral and caudal to this region are

essentially unaffected. The loss of these structures occurs prior to E10.0, when
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many of their cellular progenitors undergo apoptosis. There is a distinct 2

temporal pattern to this cell death: the prospective midbrain is deleted

approximately half a day before the cerebellum. The extent of tissue loss appears

to be Fgf8 dosage-dependent. Although the region encompassing the midbrain º

and cerebellum are not affected in Fgf8+/− embryos, in which Fgf8 is presumably

expressed at ~50% of the normal level, slightly less Fgf8 expression results in

deletion of the dorsal posterior midbrain (posterior superior colliculus and

inferior colliculus) and much of the cerebellum. Further reduction leads to a

bigger deletion, with only the rostral-most midbrain derivative remaining. When

Fgf8 expression is completely eliminated, even that is absent. The Fgf8 MHB KO

phenotype closely resembles that of embryos lacking Wnt1, En, or Pax gene

function (discussed below), consistent with the hypothesis that these genes are

involved in complex cross-regulatory interactions during mes/met development. . º

Indeed, we show that Fgf8 is required to maintain Wnt1 expression in the .J
t

*

prospective midbrain. Together, our data demonstrate that Fgf8 expressed in the
* - *

sº
~

early neuroectoderm is an essential regulator of gene expression and cell survival * -
- ~y

during mes/met development. º
ti

`…,
Deletions of the midbrain and cerebellum in Fgf8, Wnt1, En and Pax mutant º º

mice may be due to cell death º
*~

In our F&f8 MHB KO mice, those portions of the brain normally derived from the s
º” .

mes/met are deleted. Likewise, on certain genetic backgrounds, similar deletions are * ...
tºº.

found in Wnt1 (McMahon and Bradley, 1990), Enl/2 (Joyner, 1996; W.W. and A.
-

Joyner, unpublished observations) and Pax2 (Bouchard et al., 2000) mutant mouse º,
*

º,
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embryos. In zebrafish embryos, loss of function of a Pax2 ortholog likewise causes

deletion of the midbrain to cerebellum (Brand et al., 1996; Lun and Brand, 1998),

whereas homozygosity for ace, a mutant allele of Fgf8, causes deletion of only the

isthmus and cerebellum (Brand et al., 1996; Reifers et al., 1998). One possible reason

why the midbrain is intact in ace mutants is that ace is a hypomorphic rather than a

null allele (Draper et al., 2001). Alternatively, the midbrain may be rescued by some

other FGF family member that is expressed in the midbrain/hindbrain boundary

region and is functionally redundant with ace.

Our data show that cell death is a major cause of the midbrain to cerebellum

deletion in Fgf8 MHB KO mutants, and that the cells die soon after they are

deprived of FGF8. However, since FGF8 has been shown to stimulate cell

proliferation in the mes/met (Lee et al., 1997; Xu et al., 2000), it is possible that

Some of the tissue is lost because the cells do not proliferate. Indeed, a failure to .

proliferate might possibly be the cause of the cell death we observed. Our data

are consistent with previous studies showing that loss of Fgf8 function results in

cell death in the first branchial arch (Trumpp et al., 1999), the developing limb

bud (Moon et al., 2000; Sun et al., 2002), and the early forebrain (Storm et al.,

2003). There has been no evidence that cell death is the cause of the deletions in

Pax or En mutant mouse embryos, but in Wnt1-/- embryos cell death was

observed in the rostral metencephalon (Serbedzija et al., 1996). We show here

that in Wnt1-/- embryos, there is also extensive cell death in the prospective

midbrain, and that overall the pattern of ectopic cell death and deletion is very

similar to the one we observed in Fgf8 MHB KO mutants, except that in the Wnt1

mutants a small portion of the prospective midbrain survived. This presumably
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reflects the variability that has been observed in the extent of the midbrain and

anterior hindbrain deletion in Wnt1-/- embryos (McMahon and Bradley, 1990;

Thomas and Capecchi, 1990).

We also detected ectopic cell death in both the prospective midbrain and

cerebellum of En1-/-embryos. This is consistent with the phenotype of Enl

mutants described by Wurst et al. (1994), in which the posterior midbrain and

much of the cerebellum was deleted. Although an analysis of cell death in the

mes/met has not yet been reported in mouse Pax mutants, death of a large block

of predominantly dorsal cells has been observed in the zebrafish Pax2.1 mutant

midbrain (Brand et al., 1996). Together, the data indicate that the midbrain to

cerebellum deletions caused by loss of Fgf8, Wnt1, En and Pax gene function can

be explained, at least in large measure, by a failure of cell survival.

Interestingly, our data indicate that the cell death that occurs as a result of

loss of Fgf8 function in the mes/met is localized primarily in the dorsal portion

of the neural plate/tube. However, we also found that as early as E10.5, some

ventral structures are absent. At present we do not know why dorsal and ventral

mes/met cells respond differently to a loss of Fgf8 function, or what causes the

loss of ventral structures.

Loss of F&f$ function may be the cause of midbrain and cerebellum deletion

phenotypes in other mutants

It has been suggested that loss-of-function of genes involved in specifying the

mes/met very early in neuroectoderm development, such as Pax and En genes,

causes cells to assume the wrong fate, to fail to develop normally, and therefore

-** *-
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to die (Wurst et al., 1994). An alternative possibility is that the loss-of-function of

such genes results in a failure to induce and/or maintain Fgf8 expression, which

is required for cell survival in the mes/met. This hypothesis is supported by the

finding that Fgf8 expression is not induced in Pax2-/- embryos (Ye et al., 2001),

and is detected but then rapidly down-regulated in En1/2 double null

homozygotes (Liu and Joyner, 2001b). Thus loss of Fgf8 function in both Pax and

En mutant embryos occurs before there is any significant loss of mes/met tissue.

In Wnt1-/- embryos, Fgf8 expression appears normal at 6 som but is rapidly

down-regulated (Lee et al., 1997), raising the possibility that the ectopic cell

death that we observed in Wnt1 null homozygotes is also due to loss of Fgf8

function.

On the other hand, the tissue deletions observed in all these mutant might be

due to a loss of Wnt1 function, since the midbrain domain of Wnt1 expression is

not maintained in the absence of FGF8. There is ample evidence that both the

FGF and WNT signaling pathways can regulate cell survival (reviewed by Feig

and Buchsbaum, 2002; Patapoutian and Reichardt, 2000), so either FGF8 or

WNT1, or both, could be the essential factor(s) required for cell survival in the

mes/met. One intriguing possibility, consistent with their different domains of

expression, is that Wnt1 is required for cell survival in the prospective midbrain

whereas Fgf8 is required in the prospective cerebellum. If so, it should be

possible to rescue the cerebellum in Wnt1-/- embryos by expressing an Fgf8

transgene, and the midbrain in Fgf8 MHB KO mutants by expressing a Wnt1

transgene in the midbrain/hindbrain boundary region.
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Effects of loss of F&f$ function on gene expression in the mes/met

The observation that the various mutations that cause midbrain and

cerebellum deletions also cause extensive cell death makes it difficult to interpret

the significance of gene expression data in such mutants, except at the earliest

stages of mes/met development. In our Fgf8 MHB KO mutants, the stages at

which we could perform a useful analysis were further restricted by the fact that

Fgf8 was transiently expressed before it was inactivated. Nevertheless, we were

able to determine that in addition to maintaining Wnt1 expression, Fgf8 function

is also required to maintain Gbx2 expression in the rostral metencephalon,

consistent with what has been concluded from gain-of-function experiments

(Garda et al., 2001; Irving and Mason, 2000; Liu et al., 1999; Martinez et al., 1999;

Sato et al., 2001). The expression of other genes thought to be regulated by Fgf8,

such as Pax2, En1, and Spry2 (reviewed by Liu and Joyner, 2001a; Wurst and

Bally-Cuif, 2001), was not significantly reduced in Fgf8 MHB KO embryos at

early stages, when Fgf8 expression is very low but the cells have not yet begun to

die. This was particularly surprising for Spry2, since previous loss of function

studies have demonstrated that Spry2 expression is dependent on FGF signaling

(Minowada et al., 1999). Presumably the low level of Fgf8 expression at 7 som

was sufficient to maintain Spry2 expression.

The results of our analysis of Otx2 expression in Fgf8 MHB KO embryos are

consistent with the extensive body of evidence that Gbx2 expression in the rostral

metencephalon determines the posterior limit of Otx2 expression in the mes/met

(Li and Joyner, 2001; Martinez-Barbera et al., 2001; Li et al., 2002; and references

therein). In the absence of Gbx2 expression in r1, we detected a small decrease in

the distance between the posterior limit of Otx2 expression and r3, as marked by
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Hoxa2 expression, in our mutant embryos at 13 som, which might reflect a caudal

expansion of the Otx2 expression domain. However, we cannot exclude the

possibility that this effect is due to cell death.

One hypothesis about the role of FGF8 in mes/met development is that it

functions to define the rostral limit of Hoxaz expression and restrict it to the r1/r2

boundary (Irving and Mason, 2000). Support for this hypothesis comes from an

elegant series of studies in the chick embryo, including the demonstration that

blocking FGF8 function in r1 by applying anti-FGF8 antibody resulted in anterior

expansion of the Hoxa2 expression domain into r1. We made an effort to test this

hypothesis in our Fgf8 MHB KO embryos. Unfortunately, although Hoxa2

expression is relatively strong in chicken r2, it is extremely weak in mouse r2,

and we were unable to determine whether it was expressed to a more rostral

limit than normal in the mutant embryos we assayed at 7 som and 13 som.

Interestingly, we found that FGF8 is essential for maintaining the expression

of two other FGF family members, Fgfl7 and Fgfl3, in the mes/met (Maruoka et

al., 1998). These two FGF genes are closely related to Fgf8 and encode proteins

with similar biochemical and inductive properties (Ohuchi et al., 2000; Xu et al.,

2000). It remains to be determined whether Fgfl7 and/or Fgfl& are functionally

redundant with Fgf8 in mes/met development. Analysis of the phenotypes of

Fgfl7-/- and Fgfl7-/-,Fgf8+/− mice showed that Fgfl7 contributes to midbrain and

cerebellar development, but abnormalities were not detected until -E11.5, two

days after the IsC) is thought to function. This led Xu et al. (2000), to propose that

FGF genes have both an early and a late function in midbrain and cerebellar

development: prior to E10, they contribute to IsO activity, and after E10, they
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maintain precursors of the cerebellar vermis in a proliferative, undifferentiated

state. As yet, there is no evidence that Fgfl& is required for midbrain or cerebellar

development, since the brain appears normal in Fgfl&/ embryos (Liu et al., 2002;

Ohbayashi et al., 2002; Z. Liu and D. Ornitz, pers, comm.). Analysis of Fgfl7/18

double null homozygotes should help to clarify this point. It would also be

interesting to know if, in addition to its function at early stages, Fgf8 also plays a

role at a later stage. This could be determined by varying the timing of cre

expression so that Fgf8 is inactivated after E10.

Concluding remarks

The finding that a bead soaked in recombinant FGF8 can induce one or even

two nearly complete, ectopic midbrains, as well as cerebellar tissue, led to the

hypothesis that FGF8 functions to pattern the mes/met region. However, another

interpretation of this observation is that FGF8 induces these structures only

because it is capable of initiating the genetic cascade that leads to the formation

of an ectopic IsC). Our data show that without FGF8 the entire mes/met fails to

survive. Whether FGF8 directly participates in patterning this region remains

unknown. Methods that enable cells to survive in the absence of FGF8 will need

to be developed, to fully explore the role that FGF8 plays in mes/met

development.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Analysis of Cre-mediated inactivation of Fgf8 in MHB KO mutants.
(A) Schematic representation of the mutant alleles carried by

En1Cre/*,Fgf8■ low/null embryos (MHB KO mutants) and a reporter gene used to
detect Creactivity. Cre-mediated recombination of the R26R reporter gene deletes
the neo sequences flanked by loxP sites, and allows expression of lacz. Cre
mediated recombination of Fgf8■ lox deletes exons 2 and 3, creating the Fgf8"
allele. (B,C) Dorsal views of embryos at the somite stages (s) indicated, assayed
for En1 expression by RNA whole mount in situ hybridization (B), or for Cre
mediated recombination by staining for ■ º-GAL (lacz) activity (C). (D) Control and
MHB KO mutants hybridized with a probe that detects Fgf8 exon 3. Embryos at
the 7 somite stage are shown in lateral view only; those at the 11 somite stage are
shown in both lateral (left) and dorsal (right) view. Red asterisks indicate the
regions in which Fgf8 expression is detected in control, but not in mutant
embryos. Abbreviations: frt, frt site present in the Fgf8/10* and Fgf8" alleles, as
described by Meyers, et al. (1998); pro, promoter; s, somite stage.

Figure 2. Analysis of mes-met derivatives in Fgf8 loss of function mutants.
(A-F) Analysis of midbrain, isthmus, and cerebellum phenotypes at E17.5. (A,

B) Lateral views of control embryos and MHB KO mutants at E17.5. The arrow in
B points to the part of the head that is misshapen due to the absence of the
midbrain and cerebellum. Note that craniofacial development appears normal in
the mutant embryo. (A",B) Dorsal views of the brains from the embryos shown in
A and B. (C-F) Paramedial sagittal sections of control, Fgf87°/he", Fgf8?”/hull, and
MHB KO mutant brains at E17.5, stained with cressyl violet. The arrow in each
panel points to the caudal limit of the posterior commissure, which marks the
rostral limit of the midbrain. The bulk of the dorsal midbrain (tectum) is
subdivided into the superior colliculus (rostral) and inferior colliculus (caudal).
(Cº-F') Lateral sagittal sections of the same brains, assayed by
immunohistochemistry with an antibody against tyrosine hydroxylase, which
specifically stains nuclei in the ventrolateral midbrain (tegmentum) and anterior
hindbrain. The pontine nuclei are present in all samples, but are outside of the
field in the control. (G-J) Embryos at ~E10.5, assayed by whole mount
immunohistochemistry with an anti-neurofilament antibody to label the cranial
nerves and ganglia. Abbreviations: Cb, cerebellum; CP, choroid plexus; Di,
diencephalon; IC, inferior colliculus; LOC, locus ceruleus; Mb, midbrain; OB,
olfactory bulb, PC, posterior commissure; PN, pontine nuclei; PPT, posterior
pretectal nucleus; Pt, pretectum; SC, superior colliculus; SNC, substantia nigra
pars compacta; Tel, telencephalon; VTA, ventral tegmental area.

Figure 3. Analysis of cell death in Fgf8 MHB KO mutants.
(A-D) Control and MHB KO embryos assayed for cell death in whole mount

by staining with Nile Blue Sulfate (NBS) or by TUNEL at the stages indicated. All
embryos are shown in dorsal view, except for the TUNEL stained mutant (20
Som) and control (24 som) embryos, which are shown in lateral view. Many dying
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cells are detected in control embryos, particularly at the lateral edges of the neural
plate, which will fuse to form the dorsal midline of the neural tube. The schematic
diagrams summarize the results of the assays. Areas of normal and ectopic cell
death are indicated in blue and red, respectively. Pink and orange arrowheads
indicate the approximate rostral border of the mesencephalon and caudal border
of the anterior metencephalon (r.1), respectively. These borders were determined
by referring to morphological landmarks in the developing brain, including the
preotic sulcus at the r2/r3 boundary at 7-12 som (arrow), as well as the locations
of the descendants of Enl-expressing cells, as marked by lacz expression in
En1Cre/* embryos carrying the R26R reporter gene (Fig. 1C, and data not shown).
The green arrowhead points to the approximate location of the isthmic organizer
at the midbrain/hindbrain boundary, which was localized by referring to gene
expression patterns in control and mutant embryos (Fig. 5, and data not shown).
At 19–20 somites, the midbrain vesicle is obvious in the NBS stained control
embryo (between the pink and green arrowheads), but appears to be entirely
deleted in the Fgf8 MHB KO embryo (indicated by half pink, half green
arrowhead). In the mutant embryos, the remaining mes/met tissue, in which
ectopic cell death is readily detected, can be identified as rostral metencephalon
by the presence of the rhombic lips. Note that at 14-15 and 19-20 som, the views of
the mutant and control embryos are not strictly equivalent, because the curvature
of the brain is decreased in the mutants due to tissue loss. Consequently, the
rostral end of the mesencephalon is not visible in the photographs of the control
embryos. Moreover, although the distance between the green and orange
arrowheads is essentially the same in mutant and control embryos, it appears
different because they are viewed from different angles. Abbreviations: Ot,
otocyst; RL, rhombic lip; V, trigeminal ganglia.

Figure 4. Analysis of cell death in Wnt1--, En1--, and Fgf8 MHB KO mutants.
(A-C) Dorsal views of control and mutant embryos of the genotypes indicated,

stained in whole mount with NBS. Schematic diagrams and arrowheads are as
described in Fig. 3. In panel C, note that the midbrain appears partially truncated
in the Enlº/− embryo, mostly deleted in the Wnt1-/- embryo, and completely
absent in the Fgf8 MHB KO embryo (indicated by half pink, half green
arrowhead). Abbreviations: *, partial deletion; Fb, forebrain; Hb, hindbrain; Mb,
midbrain.

Figure 5. Analysis of gene expression in Fgf8 MHB KO mutants.
Control embryos and MHB KO mutants at the somite stages indicated (s) were

assayed by whole mount RNA in situ hybridization using the probes indicated.
Red arrows in A,C,E,G indicate the regions of gene expression in control embryos
that are affected in MHB KO mutants. In MN, the control and mutant embryos
are both heterozygous for Enlºre. In O,P,W,X, note the distance between the
caudal limit of the Otx2 expression domain (open arrowhead) and the r2/3 border
(black arrowhead), adjacent to the Hoxa2 expression domain in r3. Black arrows in
RTV point to regions in MHB KO mutants in which a small amount of gene
expression is detected.
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Figure 2, Chi et al., MS+ 98.94E º
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Figure 3, Chi et al., MSH 98.94E
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Figure 4, Chi et al., MSH 98.94E
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Figure 5, Chiet al., MSH 9894E
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Chapter 4

Additional Mes/Met Studies and Supplementary Information
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Chapter 4 provides supplementary information for Chapter 3. In addition, it < *

provides more details on various findings stemming from the inactivation of Fgf8

in the mes/met by Enl-Cre that have not been previously reported. Chapter 4 is

organized under several subject areas, which include the characterization of Enl

Cre by the different Z/AP and R26R reporters; early mes/met expression

patterns of Fgfl7 and Fgfl3 and of Fgfr1 and Fgfr2; additional information on cell

death in the MHB KO, Fgf8 compound heterozygotes (neo/null), and En 1

mutants; and lineage labeling of the mes/met region in MHB KO and control

embryos.
"o.

º º
".

Characterization of Enl-Cre by Z/AP and R26R
CJ

Tissue-specific gene activation using the Cre-lox system critically depends upon - sº
, sº

º
the timing and location of CRE activity produced from a particular Cre driver * -

line. In addition, it is important to keep in mind that there is a lag time in -".
A * *

*

between expression of the Cre gene, synthesis of enough CRE proteins, and the
(>

actual DNA recombination event of loxP sites by CRE as a tetrameric unit. I "…
º

Hence, for the Cre-lox system, it is crucial that each different Cre driver line be º
º

carefully characterized to verify the strength and location of CRE activity. Cre s
s

expression from the driver line may not faithfully reflect the control of known * ºn
*** -

promoter sequences, or worse yet, it may be mosaic, leading to difficulties in º

interpreting a resulting mutant (reviewed in both Nagy, 2000; Lewandoski, 2.

*e,
"…

■ º
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2001). As the Cre-lox system is increasingly adopted, it would be useful to have

the activity profiles of different Cre driver lines readily available. 2.

We have characterized the Enl–Cre driver line (Kimmel et al., 2000) in the Zº
-

mes-met using two different reporter mice, Z/AP and R26R, and have found that sº

while it is expressed at the mes/met, there was an unexpected delay in the onset

of CRE activity (see Table 4.1). Endogenous expression of Enl begins at the 1

somite stage, but CRE activity was only detected in a few cells in the mes/met at

the 1 to 3 somite stage by R26R, and was not robust until the 7 somite stage in the

R26R reporter (see Figs. 4.1, 4.2, and data not shown).

As an interesting note, Z/AP lags behind R26R in reporting CRE activity,

which was not detected by Z/AP until the 4 to 5 somite stage, appeared light at

the 7 somite stage, and did not become robust until the 9 somite stage (see Fig.

4.1, and data not shown). It is unclear why the Z/AP reporter lags behind R26R, *
”,

which could represent either differences in DNA accessibility and/or ease in º CJ

recombination by CRE, or the timing in the synthesis of the different reporter . s

proteins, alkaline phosphatase and fl-galactosidase, respectively. {

cº
Gene Expression Studies o 1–

Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 list the number of MHB KO and control embryos used

in the mes/met expression studies. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 describe the Sº
characterization of the early expression of Fgfl7 and Fgfl&, and also of Fgfr1 and s
Fgfr2 expression in the developing mes/met. cº ..

While the general expression patterns of Fgfl7 and Fgfl8 have been published dº

at the -8 somite stage in section in situ hybridization in the mouse (Maruoka et º,
al, 1998, Xu et al., 1999), they have not been characterized at earlier stages in º,

■ º
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whole mount, except for Fgfl7 in the fish (Reifers et al., 2000). Therefore, we >

characterized early expression patterns in the mes/met of the mouse by whole º
mount in situ hybridization. We found that expression of Fgfl7 and Fgfl3 is &T

-

detected at 7 somites, and perhaps begins by the 6 somite stage (Table 4.5). &

Interestingly, Fgfl7 and Fgfl& are expressed in somewhat complementary

patterns at the mes/met border, with Fgfl7 being generally more dorsally

located, and Fgf8 more ventrally located. The dorsal and ventral bias appears

more exaggerated at earlier somite stages. At the 6 somite stage, Fgfl7 is

expressed very faintly at the mes/met border, near the dorsal edges (only

obvious in the later view; Fig. 4.3). At the 8 to 14 somite stages, Fgfl7 expression
-

is stronger, with a distinct bias toward the more dorsal edges, and is extremely
-

cºl.

weak or absent towards the ventro-lateral regions. At 28 somites, Fgfl7 is

expressed broadly along the dorsal region of the mes/met border. In contrast, . º
Fgfl& expression begins ventrally at the mes/met border during the 6 to 7 somite .

--- .*

stage (obvious in both dorsal and lateral views; Figure 4.4, and data not shown). : . J sº

During the 8 to 14 somite stages, Fgfl& expression is stronger at the mes/met sº &

border, concentrated in more ventrolateral locations. However, by the 30 somite cº º

stage, Fgfl8 appears to be expressed in an even, diffuse band at the mes/met. -> t
The combined expression patterns of Fgf8, Fgfl7, and Fgfl&, are summarized in *
Fig. 4.5. º

FGF8 expressed at the ISO potentially binds to two receptors, Fgfr1 and Fgfr2, s

that are expressed in the mouse neuroepithelium. However, a comparative study * ,
of their expression patterns in the early mes/met has not been performed in the d.º.

mouse (reviewed in Liu and Joyner, 2001). In the chick, FGF8 may potentially º,
bind three receptors, and the expression patterns of Fgfr1, Fgfr2, and Fgfrå have º

J. J.
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º

been characterized in whole mount embryos (Walshe and Mason, 2000). We were *…

interested in whether there was a correlation between the earlier deletion of the º

mes with receptor expression, and therefore performed an expression study of º

Fgfr1 and Fgfr2 in the early mes/met in mice (Table 4.6). There was diffuse signal º º

for each receptor in the entire neural tube, perhaps suggesting a general low

level of expression throughout the brain and a higher level of expression in the

regions indicated. At the 8 somite stage, Fgfr1 appears to be expressed in the

mes/met, whereas Fgfr2 appears expressed only partially in the mes (Fig. 4.6). At

the 12 to 13 somite stage, there is still a region of strong Fgfr1 expression within

the mes/met, whereas Fgfr2 expression appears downregulated in the mes and is •

not detected in the met. At the 28 to 29 somite stage, the strong patch of Fgfr1 cºlº
expression in the mes/met is no longer detected, whereas as a region in the

lateral expression of Fgfr2 is now detected in the lateral metencephalon (Fig. 4.6). º,
These preliminary studies suggest that during the 8 somite stage, the mes may

CJ

express more receptors for FGF8 than the met. However, since receptor - S
cº

expression patterns are so dynamic, more embryo stages need to be performed to sº &

draw a firm conclusion. Ç,Cº.
i■

*.

Cell Death in the MHB KO, Fgf8 compound heterozygotes, and EnT mutants | º

Chapter 4 also include Tables 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10. They provide Sº
supplemental information on the numbers and stages of the embryos used for s

sº
whole mount cell death analysis in the MHB KO, Fgf8 compound heterozygote, * …

Wnt1 and En1 mutants by Nile Blue Sulfate staining. In particular, this last cº■ .

section of Chapter 4 provides more details on cell death in the MHB KO, and also 2.

$10
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preliminary results from the analysis of cell death in the Fgf8 compound

heterozygote and En1 mutant.

There are several interesting observations which arose from the cell death

studies of the MHB KO. Cell death is detected specifically in the alar region and

not the basal/floorplate regions of the brain, at least not at early stages (up to the

fusion of the neural tube at ~18 somites). Fusion of the dorsal midline still occurs

in the dying mes/met region. Figure 4.7 provides three different views of an

entire MHB KO (12 somite stage) and control (9 somite stage) embryo to offer

more perspective on the brain regions. The Nile Blue Sulfate studies of the MHB

KO reveal cell death only in the alar region of all stages studied. This apparent

specificity should be interpreted with caution, since it perhaps could be

attributed to limited penetration of Nile Blue Sulfate at later stages when the

neural tube is closed. In the MHB KO the basal and floor plate regions are also

eventually disrupted (e.g. missing cranial nerves 3 and 4), and above

observations suggest that loss of the basal and floor plate may be due to

mechanisms other than cell death. The above observations perhaps also indicate

a significant difference between the alar and basal/floor plate regions in

response to FGF8 (Martinez et al., 1995). In addition, Figure 4.7 also shows that

the process of neural fusion in the mes/met appears unaffected despite ectopic

cell death in the MHB KO (at ~15-18 somite stages, and data not shown). This

fact suggests that the process of neural fusion is quite robust, and also perhaps

that the cells on the extreme lateral edges of the neural plate are unaffected at

these stages in the MHB KO.

Preliminary studies have been conducted to characterize the pattern of

ectopic cell death in the Fgf8 compound heterozygotes (Fig. 4.8, Table 4.8, and

*
- -_2 \'■ ºl
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data not shown). So far, it appears that these hypomorphic mutants also display

ectopic cell death in mes/met regions similar to the MHB KO. However, the º
ectopic death appears less extreme at the 10 and 22 somite stages, although the K7

cell death data was not quantified. *

*"Preliminary cell death studies have also been conducted on En1 mutants at

earlier stages (Fig. 4.9 and Table 4.10). So far, ectopic cell death has not been

detected in the same pattern in the mes at early stages like the MHB KO and

Wnt1 KO. There appears, however, to be a patch of cell death surrounding the

region of the zona limitans, which is located at the prosomere 1 and prosomere 2

border in the caudal prospective forebrain, detected at approximately the 17 *
**

somite stage and later (Fig. 4.9, and data not shown). This observation is 0. º
potentially interesting, because there have been studies suggesting that En1 may - .

be involved in setting up the border between the prospective forebrain and º,
midbrain regions (reviewed in Liu and Joyner, 2001). In addition, this is the C

location of another potential A-P organizer (see Chapter 1). *
º gº
º
º cº

A portion of mes/met tissue remains in the MHB KO after the 30 somite stage C■ .
From the characterization of Enl-Creactivity by R26R and Z/AP, we found that

the entire mes/met region appears to be marked by 3-galactosidase activity (due

to fact that once CRE is active in any cell, it and all its descendents will possess Sº
º

CRE activity). Because the Nile Blue Sulfate assay detected cell death only in the s
alar portion of the neural tube, we were curious whether there is still tissue sºA. :

remaining from the basal and/or floorplate regions of the mes/met after the 30 cº

Somite stage, because we did not detect ectopic cell death in those regions. To *

label the mes/met, we bred and homozygosed the R26R reporter mice with the º
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conditional Fgf8■ lox mice. The resulting mice were then bred with Enl-Cre, which

simultaneously inactivates Fgf8■ ” gene and activates synthesis of 3-galactosidase º

from the R26R reporter specifically in the mes/met. Preliminary studies show

that, as expected, at the 13 to 15 somite stage, the mes/met region (now marked **

by 3-galactosidase) appears truncated only in the MHB KO, and not in the

control. By E10.5, when ectopic cell death was no longer detected by Nile Blue

Sulfate, the majority of the mes/met appears deleted in the MHB KO. However,

a distinct patch of marked cells still remain (Fig. 4.10). The identity of the

remaining tissue is currently unknown, but is suspected to be mainly ventral and

basal plate, which can be verified by appropriate markers. We know that in the

MHB KO at E10.5, loss of cranial nerves III and IV indicate that a portion of the

ventral tissue in the presumptive midbrain and isthmus are apparently missing

or nonfunctional, and by E17.5, derivatives of mes/met tissue are not detected in º
-

º

the brain. Hence, the remaining patch of tissue suggests that a portion of the Jt

mes/met remains in the MHB KO past the 30 somite stage, and is then deleted or e.
s

º

repatterned between E10.5 and E17.5 by some unknown mechanism. Or, the * -

alternative is that mating the R26R into the MHB KO may produce background cºº
*-

differences resulting in a less severe phenotype in the mes/met than MHB KO tº
º

alone. This possibility can be verified by Nile Blue Sulfate studies. 7 *.

Sº
s

**
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º
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Figure 4.1. Characterization of Creactivity from EnT-Cre by the Z/AP and R26R
reporter lines in the mes/met. Embryos at the 2 to 9 somite stage are shown in
dorsal view, whereas those in the 19 to 23 somite stage are shown in lateral view
(note that the photo of the R26R embryo was flipped horizontally for comparison
purposes, and was originally a left-hand view). Black arrows and arrowheads
mark the prospective mes/met region. In the 19 to 23 somite stage, positively
staining neural crest cells from the mes/met have migrated into regions of the
head mesenchyme and branchial arch 1 (BA1).

Figure 4.2. Detailed characterization of the onset of En1-Cre activity in the
mes/met by the R26R reporter. There are dorsal (top) and lateral (bottom) views
of the same embryo in each column. Note that expression begins in the entire
mes/met region in a punctate pattern. CRE activity is also detected in neural
crest cells migrating from the mes/met (red arrowhead in the 7 somite stage
embryo).

Figure 4.3. Whole mount expression of Fgfl7 in the early mes/met. At the stages
indicated, the same embryo is displayed in dorsal (left) and lateral (right) views,
except for the 28 somite stage embryo which is displayed in lateral view only.
Note that the expression of Fgfl7 is in general located more dorsally at the
mes/met border. The red arrow at the 14 somite stage (dorsal view) marks the
ventral midline.

Figure 4.4. Whole mount expression of Fgfl& in the early mes/met. Embryos are
shown in the same views as in Fig. 4.3, with the 30 somite embryo shown only in
lateral view. At the 7 to 14 somite stage, note that Fgfl3 is in general located in
more ventral regions. The ventral midline is marked by the red arrow at the 14
somite stage (dorsal view).

Figure 4.5. Summary of the expression patterns of Fgf8, Fgfl7, and Fgfl& at the
mes/met. All brains are drawn in dorsal view. The black arrows indicate the
prospective (at the lateral edges of the neural plate, shown in the 3, 7, and 12-14
somite stage brains) and definitive (after neural tube formation, shown in the
E9.5/10 brain) dorsal midline. The red arrows indicate the ventral midline,
which is at the center of the neural floor plate (it is not visible after neural tube
formation, at E9.5/10). Black brackets mark the regions of the mes and met. Dots
mark weak gene expression.

Figure 4.6. Dynamic expression patterns of Fgfr1 and Fgfr2 during early mes/met
development. All embryos are shown in lateral view. Embryos at the 28/29
somite stage are partially dissected to expose the neural tube. The black arrows
indicate the fixed region, including the approximate region of the mes and
metencephalon (r1 and r2), where Fgfr1 is expressed at the 8 somite stage. (There
is also another region of expression located at the ventral diencephalon and the
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telencephalon, which is not marked.) At later stages, the black arrows continue to
mark the approximate boundaries of these brain regions. The gray arrows
indicate a different fixed region, including the metencephalon and a portion of
the myencephalon, where high expression of Fgfr2 is excluded at the 8 somite
stage. Strong Fgfr2 expression continues to appear excluded from this region at
the later stages. Abbreviations: di, diencephalon; mes, mesencephalon; met,
metencephalon (including r1 and r2); my, myencephalon; pros, secondary
prosencephalon (including anterior diencephalon and telencephalon); r1,
rhombomere 1; and r2, rhombomere 2.

Figure 4.7. Ectopic cell death in alar region of mes/met and normal dorsal
midline fusion in the MHB KO. The same MHB KO and control embryos, at the
12 and 9 somite stage (s), respectively, are displayed in lateral, dorsal, and
anterior views. The blue arrow marks the alar region of the mes/met, which is
most prominent in the anterior view of the MHB KO. MHB KO and control
embryos at 17 somites are shown in dorsal views only. Here, the red arrow
marks the anterior edge of the dorsal midline which is fusing over the mes/met
region.

Figure 4.8. Ectopic cell death is detected in the mes/met regions of Fgf8
compound heterozygote (neo/null allele) embryos. Embryos at specific somite
stages (s) are shown in both lateral and dorsal views. The yellow arrows mark an
ectopic patch of dying cells in the met of the mutant brain (immediately above
the rhombic lips, RL).

Figure 4.9. Ectopic cell death is detected in the caudal forebrain of Enl mutants.
Embryos are shown in both lateral and dorsal views. At the 17 somite stage (s),
ectopic cell death is detected in the caudal forebrain of En1 mutants. The black
arrows point to a region of increased cell death in the EnT mutant, that appears
to be located near the zona limitans in the caudal forebrain.

Figure 4.10. R26R labeling of the mes/met in MHB KO embryos. Some tissue
appears to remain in the mes/met region of the mutant after the 30 somite stage
(when ectopic cell death is no longer detected by Nile Blue Sulfate staining). At
the 14 and 15 somite stage, embryos are shown in dorsal (left) and lateral (right)
views. At E10.5, embryos are shown in lateral view only, before (top) and after
(bottom) the neural tube is completely dissected free of the embryo. The orange
arrows demarcate the mes/met region.
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Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.3 Fgfl7
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Figure 4.5
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Figure 4.6
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Figure 4.10
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Table 4.1. Comparison of the onset of Enl-Creactivity in the mes/met detected
by the Z/AP and R26R reporter lines, at early somite (s) and later (E, day) stages.

Stage Z/AP R26R
no. of embryos activity no. of embryos activity

0S 3/3 In One
- -

1S
- -

1/1 +

2S 3/3 In One 1/1 +

3S 2/2 nCne 1/1 +

4S 1/3 + 2/2 +

5S 1/1 + 3/3 ++

6S 2/2 + 4/4 ++

7S 2/2 ++ 3/3 +++

8s 2/2 ++
- -

9S 1/1 +++
- -

12s-15s 6/6 +++
- -

19s
- -

1/1 +++

E9.5 6/6 +++
- -

E10 2/2 +++
- -

E13.5 2/2 +++
- -

Detected CRE activity: + minimal (a few cells), ++ intermediate, +++ maximum.

Table 4.2. Loss of Fgf8-exon3 expression demonstrates timing
of Fgf8Fox inactivation by Enl-Cre in the MHB KO.

Somite MHB control
Stage KO Fgf8-exon3 no. of Fgf8-exon3

no. of expression embryos expression
embryos

5S
- -

1 +

6S 1 ++ 1 ++

7s 1 + 1 ++

8s 2 + 3 ++

9S 2 nCne
- -

10s
- -

3 +++

11S 1 In One
- -

12S 1 nCne
- -

Strength of expression: + weak, ++ obvious, +++ strong.
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Table 4.3. Number of embryos used for mes/met gene expression studies in the
MHB KO and control, at indicated somite (som) and later (E, day) stages.

mes/met MHB KO 1Som to 7 Som to 10 Som to E9.5
gene Or 6 Som 9 Som 16 Som
expressio control
In

Fgfl7 MHB KO 2 3* 3** 3**
control 3 b 9 8 1

Fgf8 MHB KO 1** 2* 3** 2**
control 2 b 7 7 2

Gbx2 MHB KO 3* 3** 5**
-

control 1 9 16
-

Wnt1 MHB KO 4 4** 6** 4**
control 4 15 14 3

Fgf8 - FL MHB KO 3 3 74
-

control 5 5 11
-

En1 MHB KO 10 2* 6* 4**
control 8 8 9 5

Pax2 MHB KO
-

3 5* 2*
control

-
5 13 3

Spry2 MHB KO 3 3 6* 2*
control 2 b 8 15 3

*, abnormally weak expression in MHB KO when compared with that of controls.
**, expression is not detected in MHB KO compared to expression detected in controls.
b, gene expression in the control is extremely light and/or is not detected, suggesting
endogenous gene

expression is beginning at the somite stage indicated.
FL, probe to detect full-length Fgf8 transcripts, including Cre-inactivated transcripts.

º

º
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Table 4.4. Number of embryos used for single and combined expression
studies of Hoxa2 and Otx2, using somite (s) and later (E, day) stages.

mes/met MHB KO 1 SOm to 7 Som to 10 Som to E9.5
gene Or 6 Som 9 Som 16 Som
expressio control
In

Hoxa2 MHB KO
-

2 1
-

control
-

3 2
-

Otx2 MHB KO 4
-

1 2
control 2

-
1 4

Hoxa2+ MHB KO
-

5 2
-

Otx2 Control
-

2 5
-

Table 4.5. Timing of Fgfl7 and Fgfl3 expression
in the mes/met at early somite stages (s).

stage Fgfl7 Fgfl&
no. of amount of no. of amount of
embryo expression embryo expression
S S

1s
- -

1 InOIle

4s 1 In One
- -

5S 1 In One
- -

6s 1 + 1 +

7s 6 + 5 ++

8s 3 ++ 2 ++

12s-16s 8 +++ 7 +++

E9.5
- -

1 +++

E10 1 +++ 1 +++

Detected signal: + very slight, ++ obvious, +++ strong.

ºf .
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Table 4.6. Characterization of expression patterns of FGFR1 and FGFR2 in the
anterior neural tube of mice embryos, at early somite (s) and later stages (E,day).

stage Fgfr1 Fgfr2
no. of location of no. of location of
embryos expression embryos expression

8S-9s 5 tel., ventral 2 tel.
di., near optic cup di.
mes/met I■ les

12s-14s 7 tel., ventral 4 tel.
di., near optic cup di.
mes/met

E9.5–E10.5 4 entire tel. 4 di.
I■ leS

di., diencephalon (prospective caudal forebrain); mes/met, mesencephalon and rostral
metencephalon (prospective midbrain and r1); tel, telencephalon (prospective rostral forebrain).

Table 4.7. Ectopic cell death detected in the mes/met of the MHB
KO by Nile Blue Sulfate before respective regions are deleted.

Somite region of MHB KO controls
stage ectopic (no. ectopic / (no. ectopic /

cell death total embryos) total embryos)
1S-5S meS met 0/5 0/13

In One InCIne

6S meS met 1/4 0/5
+ +

7S-9s meS met 6/6 0/27
+ +

10s-19s meS met 27/28 0/65
+++ -H-H +

20S-29s meS met 33/33 0/63
NA +++

30s-40s meS met 0/10 0/12
NA NA

General amount of NBS staining; + light, ++ medium, +++ heavy.
NA, not applicable, at 20s-29s, the mes appears deleted; at 30s-40s, the mes and met appear
deleted.
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Table 4.8. Preliminary studies of ectopic cell death detected in the
Fgf8"/hull compound heterozygote embryos by Nile Blue Sulfate. *~,

Somite region of Fgf8meonull controls
-

stage ectopic (no. ectopic / (no. ectopic / º

cell death total embryos) total embryos)
*

7s meS met 1/1
-

--
+ + c

10s-19s meS met 7/7 0/10
++ ++

20S-29s meS met 3/3 0/16
NA +

Controls include all littermate genotypes, which are phenotypically wildtype.
General amount of NBS staining in comparison to controls: + light, ++ medium, +++ heavy.
For 7s-19s, controls are Wnt1 wildtypes; for 20-29s, controls include heterozygotes.
ZL, Zona limitans, the border between p1 and p2 in the diencephalon.

Table 4.9. Ectopic cell death detected in the mes/met of the Wnt1 A
KO by Nile Blue Sulfate before respective regions are deleted. cº

Somite region of MHB KO controls
-

stage ectopic (no. ectopic / (no. ectopic / º
cell death total embryos) total embryos) º

7S-9s meS met 9/9 0/5
-

+ + C.)

10s-19s mes met 10/11 1/11 ºf
+++ -H++ º

C

20S-29s meS met 3/3 0/4 *

nCne +++ c) .."
General amount of NBS staining; + light, ++ medium, +++ heavy. s
For 7s-19s controls are Wnt1 wildtypes, and for 20-29s controls include heterozygotes. > L. :

°.

Y’

sº
A.

■ º.

>
º
º
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Table 4.10. Ectopic cell death detected in the caudal diencephalon and
mes/met of the Enl mutant by Nile Blue Sulfate.

Somite region of MHB KO controls
stage ectopic (no. ectopic / (no. ectopic /

cell death total embryos) total embryos)
10s-19s mes met ZL 7/8 0/22

nCne none ++

20S-29s mes met ZL 10/11 0/23
++ ++ ++

General amount of NBS staining in comparison to controls: + light, ++ medium, +++ heavy.
Controls include En 1 wildtypes and heterozygotes.
ZL, Zona limitans, the border between p1 and p2 in the diencephalon.

º
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Chapter 5, Conclusions and Future Directions

Understanding the activity of FGF8 signaling at the IsC) is complicated due to its

multipotent nature. This study originally began with the intent to uncover

patterning of the mes/met by FGF8, through a tissue specific inactivation of Fgf8,

but ultimately focused on the activity of FGF8 as a survival factor because of cell

death exhibited in the resulting MHB KO mutants. As a result, characterization

of mes/met patterning was restricted to the narrow window of time between the

time when Fgf8 was inactivated and the subsequent deletion of the mes/met

region by cell death. This chapter discusses some of the major findings of this

thesis and suggests possible future studies.

WNT1 and FGF8 signaling – How far do they travel?

If Wnt1 and Fgf8 are the ISO signal, and the ISO patterns the entire mes/met, how

do these factors transmit their signals over such a wide range? They exhibit

extremely dynamic RNA expression patterns during the early development of

the mes/met, their protein stability in the embryo is unknown, and WNTs and

FGFs are known to be tightly associated with the extracellular matrix. One

question that immediately comes to mind is the location of these proteins in the

mes/met. Currently, high-affinity antibodies to detect these factors are not

available.
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In the case of Fgfs, we know that on beads it can mimic the IsC) and cause

induction and repatterning of IsO genes in a relatively short time. For example,

when an FGF-bead is inserted into in the lateral plate mesoderm of the chick

flank, Spry2 expression is induced in the neural tube within three hours. It is

unclear if cells respond directly to FGF, whether the protein can diffuse over

such a distance, or whether there is a swift relay signal from cells surrounding

the bead to responding cells in the neural tube. One possible method of detecting

overall levels of endogenous FGFs in the mes/met is to design receptor affinity

probes, immunoglobulin fusion proteins containing a dimerized ligand-binding

domain of FGFR conjugated with alkaline phosphatase. This technique has

worked well for Eph receptors, which are also receptor tyrosine kinases, in

determining the overall Eph ligand distribution in the developing chick optic

tectum (Braisted et al., 1997). A more direct method would involve either making

high affinity antibodies to FGF8 or a knock-in of a tagged version of FGF8 back

into the locus of the mouse. It would be interesting to also examine the location

and amount of FGF8 protein in the mes/met of the MHB KO, at and after the

time of Fgf8 gene inactivation. In the MHB KO, perhaps a lingering amount of

FGF8 in the extracellular matrix allows some FGF8-dependent cells to survive

and/or maintain specific gene expression longer.

For WNTS, experiments on wingless protein in Drosophila have demonstrated

that it can be detected several cell diameters away from the expressing cells

(reviewed in Dierick and Bejsovec, 1998). Because the protein is difficult to isolate

(reviewed in Nusse and Varmus, 1992), efforts to generate high affinity

antibodies against WNT1 have not been successful. It could be informative either

to knock-in a tagged version of Wnt1 or to express a tagged Wnt1 transgene
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using Wnt1 enhancers to obtain a profile of the protein distribution at the

mes/met (Lee et al., 1997). An indirect method to follow Wnt1 activity would be

to look at the range of Wnt canonical signaling in comparison to its RNA

expression domain, by detecting either the stabilization of soluble 3-catenins or

the nuclear localization of B-catenins by section immunohistochemistry.

The interaction between Fgf8 and Wnt1 at the Mes/Met

Numerous interactions between different genes have been demonstrated at the

ISO (reviewed in Wurst and Bally-Cuif, 2001), but perhaps the most intriguing

and elusive is the relationship between Fgf8 and Wnt1, which are expressed in

tight bands located on opposite sides of the mes/met border. Both FGFs and

WNTs display multipotency. They have various functions, including stimulating

cell proliferation and differentiation (reviewed in Nusse and Varmus, 1992).

More emphasis, however, has been placed on the relationship between Wnt1 and

En1, because maintenance of engrailed expression is dependent upon wingless

signaling in Drosophila. Several studies tried to demonstrate this conserved

interaction in the mouse by showing the gradual loss of En1 expression in Wnt1

mutants, and the partial rescue of the mes/met by ectopic expression of En1 in

Wnt1 mutants (McMahon et al., 1992; Danielian and McMahon, 1996). However,

our studies have suggested that the fading of En1 expression and others in Wnt1

mutants may perhaps be attributed, at least in part, to gradual death of Enl

expressing cells. Liu and Joyner (2001) have suggested that the partial rescue of

the mes/met in Wnt1 mutants by ectopic EN1 may actually be attributed to the

maintenance of Fgf8 expression instead. One aspect of divergence from
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Drosophila is that the vertebrate expression patterns of Wnt1 and En1 overlap,

whereas in the fly, wingless and engrailed sharply border one another and never

overlap (Davis et al., 1988). It is interesting that the expression of one gene that

does tightly border Wnt1 expression at the mes/met is Fgf8, leading to

speculation that it is FGF8, not EN1, that maintains Wnt1 expression in

vertebrates.

The Fgf8 and Wnt1 mutants are virtual phenocopies in the mes/met region.

The MHB KO defects at E17.5 are essentially the same as those seen in that of the

published Wnt1 mutant (McMahon and Bradley, 1990), and both display similar

timing of cell death and of deletion of the mes and then the met. When F&f8 is

inactivated in the MHB KO, Wnt1 expression at the mes/met border is

immediately lost at the 7/8 somite stage. By comparison in the Wnt1 mutant,

expression of Fgf8 at the ISO is reduced at the 9 somite stage and lost by the 14

somite stage (Lee et al., 1997). One question is which of the two secreted signaling

factors is the actual IsO. In ectopic expression studies of Fgf8 in the prospective

caudal forebrain and midbrain, using either FGF-beads in the chick (Martinez et

al, 1999) or Fgf8 expression under a Wnt1 enhancer in the mouse (Lee et al., 1997),

FGF8 repatterns those regions at the same time as inducing Wnt1 expression.

Therefore, the organizer activity of FGF8 has never been truly separated from

WNT1. Is the IsC) composed of just one factor (e.g., Fgf8) whereas the other is

only necessary to maintain expression of Fgf8, or is the ISO composed of both

Fgf8 and Wnt12 (see Fig. 5.1)

Since both Fgf8 and Wnt1 mutants result in cell death of the mes-met, they

manifest another aspect of ISO signaling, that of cell survival. Therefore, to

answer whether one is downstream of the other, it would be interesting to test

A. R.
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Figure 5.1. Potential models for the interaction between
Fgf8 and Wnt1 during mes/met development.

Model 1 Model 2 A

Fgf8 = Wnt1 Wnt1

\, / |
mes/met Fgf8 -

!

mes/met
ºSº
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whether one protein can rescue death in the other mutant, and if the mes/met

tissue is rescued, whether it is patterned. These experiments can be performed in

brain explants or whole embryo cultures of the E8 mutant mouse embryos, using

either FGF-beads in the Wnt1 mutant, or pellets of Wnt1 expressing cells into the

Fgf8 mutant.

If both FGF8 and WNT1 constitute the IsO signal, there are two possible

models for their coordinated activity. One model, suggested by their asymmetric

expression patterns at the mes/met border, is that Wnt1 is required for IsO

patterning of the prospective midbrain and Fgf8 is required for organizing the

prospective hindbrain. Another possible model for their role in the mes/met,

based on results from previous ectopic expression studies, is that Wnt1 is

necessary for only proliferation and that Fgf8 is necessary for both patterning and

proliferation. One potential method to test these two models, assuming that the

two factors can rescue each other, is to use a conditional overexpresser mouse

(reviewed in Lewandoski, 2001) to express FGF8 at the mes/met border in a

Wnt1 mutant, and vice versa. Another method is to inactivate Fgfrs in specific cell

types, or a subset of cells, in order to address cell-autonomy of effects.

The timing of Fgf8 inactivation

In the MHB KO, due to the timing of CRE activity from the Enl-Cre driver

mouse, functional Fgf8 mRNA is expressed normally at approximately the 3

somite stage. Later, the Fgf8 gene begins to be inactivated at the 7/8 somite stage,

which occurs right at or after the sharpening of gene expression borders at the

ISO. At the 7/8 somite stage, we began to detect cell death in the mes/met

region, which is dramatically increased by the 10 to 12 somite stage, when the
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Fgf8 gene has been completed inactivated by Enl-Cre. Several theories posit that

the ISO undergoes different distinct phases, first an “initiation" phase near the 4

to 6 somite stage when markers are still quite dynamic, and then a later

“maintenance" phase where some gene feedback pathways are no longer

necessary, which occurs approximately at the 10 somite stage (reviewed in Li et

al, 2002; Liu and Joyner, 2001;Adams et al., 2000). This leads to several questions

concerning the timing of Fgf8 inactivation and how using different Cre drivers

lines might demonstrate the potentially changing roles of Fgf8 at the ISO during

early mes/met development. Perhaps the different phases of FGF signaling

depends on its timing at the IsO: first it is necessary for patterning, later for cell

survival/proliferation and patterning, and finally for proliferation.

One main question involves the initial patterning of the ISO in the complete

absence of Fgf signaling. Our characterization of IsC) marker genes in the MHB

KO was complicated by an initial pulse of transient Fgf8 signaling. Interpretation

of IsO markers would perhaps be simplified in the complete absence of any FGF8

signaling. For one, there would no potential issue that FGF8 proteins are still

present on extracellular matrix past the time of gene inactivation. Another issue

an earlier inactivation might address is the early (e.g., Wnt1, Gbx2, Fgfl7/18) and

late (e.g., Pax2, En1, Spry2) relative dependence on FGF8 of the loss ISO gene

expression in the MHB KO. One argument for why there are two groups of genes

dependent on FGF8 for expression, is that the later group is undergoing the

process of becoming independent of FGF signaling at the time of the MHB KO. If

so, perhaps all marker genes would fail to be maintained simultaneously in an

earlier Fgf8 inactivation. However, if some marker genes continue to be

expressed, it would be interesting to see whether these genes ever reach or pass
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beyond the initiation stage and sharpen at the mes/met border. In addition, cells

usually do not become dependent on a growth factor without being initially

exposed. Would mes/met cells be directly dependent upon FGF8 for cell

survival if it was never expressed there? Or, would cells begin to die at an earlier

stage, -3 somites, corresponding with the loss of FGF8? It appears the ideal Cre

driver line to generate for the early inactivation of Fgf8 would be Pax2-Cre,

which theoretically would exhibit earlier Cre activity than Enl-Cre due to the

timing of its expression in the mes/met (Rowitch and McMahon, 1995).

It would also be interesting to perform inactivation of Fgf8 at later stages,

during the maintenance phase of IsC). There is the possibility that the MHB KO

caught the IsO right at the end of the initiation phase, since Wnt1 did not

upregulate in a band at the caudal mes. Perhaps, at a later stage, FGF8 is no

longer necessary as a survival factor. Another speculation is that the IsO

markers, during the later maintenance stage, may no longer require FGF8 for

maintaining their expression. One potential Cre driver line to use with the

Fgf8?!ox is En2-Cre, whose activity does begin until beyond the 10 somite stage

(Zinyk et al., 1998).

A different method to inactivate Fgf8 during different times of mes/met

development is to employ an inducible Cre (reviewed in Lewandoski, 2001).

However, it is difficult to discern when Fgf8 is inactivated in each embryo

because embryos in a given litter develop somewhat asynchronously (e.g., a litter

at day 8 of development can have a range of ~0 to 7 somites). One potential

method would be to design a specific Cre reporter mouse, where the reporter is

under the control of a promoter that is only expressed in a newly forming pair of

somites. (This situation is different from the general Cre reporters, R26R and
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Z/AP, where the reporter, after CRE activity, can be expressed anywhere in the

embryo under the influence of a universal promoter). Hence, in this specific Cre

reporter mouse, when CRE is active in a specific embryo at a certain stage, the

somites produced at the time of CRE activity and thereafter will produce a

reporter enzyme (i.e., fl-galactosidase). In effect, a mutant can display the somite

stage of CRE activity, approximately when Fgf8 is inactivated, when the specific

reporter mice are mated into the Fgf8■ low line.

Cell Death

Theoretically, the loss of the mes/met region in the MHB KO could be due to

three causes, including a lack of proliferation, a change in fate, or cell death. In

our studies, it appears that a proliferative defect is somewhat unlikely, at least in

the alar region, although we did not formally disprove lack of cell proliferation

by performing BrDU labeling. However, the mes/met region did appear to

initially develop and then displayed massive cell death before it was deleted. The

last two potential causes are somewhat more intertwined. On one hand, it

appears that the mes/met region did not respecify cell fates, because

transformations in the brain usually result in an obvious elongation in another

region (e.g., Gbx2 mutant, Wassarman et al., 1997). On the other hand, during

development, cells that become mispecified can undergo cell death (Ellis et al,

1991). For example, in Otx2 mutants, it appears that the mispatterning of the

caudal forebrain with IsO markers leads to cell death and deletion of that region

(reviewed in Liu and Joyner, 2001; and references therein). Therefore, there are at

least to be two possible models for the cell death as a result of FGF8 inactivation
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at the mes/met. One model is that FGF8 is necessary as a survival factor for the

cells of the mes/met, with cells closer to the mes/met being more dependent on

it. In accordance with this model, there does appear to be some endogenous cell

death within the mes/met near the isthmus, suggesting that perhaps there are

some excess cells that die. In addition, in the mild Fgf8 hypomorph, the regions

of deletion, presumably due to cell death, include mes/met derivatives that were

closest to the mes/met border. Interestingly, in the hypomoph, the loss of

regions closest to the MHB did not lead to repatterning of the surviving regions

further away from the MHB (e.g., the superior colliculus). The alternative model

is that cells become mispecified in the absence of Fgf8 signaling, and hence

undergo programmed cell death. It will certainly be a challenge to separate the

potential survival and patterning aspects of Fgf8 signaling (see below). Perhaps it

would be useful to reexamine inhibitors of FGF signaling in the chick, using

either beads with the anti-FGF8 antibody (Irving et al., 2000) or pharmacological

agent SU5402, or retroviral expression of dominant negative FGFRs (Amaya et al,

1991) and SPRYs (Minowada et al., 1999), in the context of cell death.

Ectopic expression studies of FGF8 in the mes of the mouse and chick show

that FGF can stimulate proliferation. Section BrDu analysis, of later stage

embryos (E14.5 in the mouse and ~HH 25–27), demonstrate that there are more

dividing precursor cells in the affected brains (Lee et al., 1997; Shamim et al,

1999). In addition, numerous gene inactivation experiments of IsO markers have

suggested the mutual dependence of those genes for maintenance of expression

(see Chapter 1, Gene Function in the Mes/Met). While our studies do not

necessarily contradict these conclusions, they do however offer several

cautionary notes on the interpretation of these experiments. For instance, because
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FGF8 is necessary for cell survival, perhaps an overgrowth in the midbrain can

perhaps be attributed to increased survival of progenitor cells in the mes which

later manifest as a larger pool of dividing precursor cells. Additionally, in the

case of gene maintenance experiments, if the expression of a gene slowly fades in

development of a mutant mes/met, it is unclear whether it fades due to lack of

maintenance or simply to the death of the expressing cells.

In conclusion, it is provocative that a reduction in FGF8 produces a loss of

mes/met structures most proximal to the IsO, rather than just a reduced

mes/met region. These results can also support a patterning role for FGF8

signaling. To test whether FGF8 is necessary for survival versus specification,

perhaps in vitro studies culturing the E8 mes/met explants with different

concentrations of FGF8 can reveal a correlation between absolute concentrations

of FGF8 and subsequent fate of the tissue (as with demonstrated by Xenopus

blastula cells and activin concentration, Gurdon et al., 1999).

Can death be prevented in the MHB KO2

An interesting question was posed to us by Jeffrey Golden. He asked whether

we could prevent cell death in the MHB KO and therefore be able to look at later

patterning of the mes/met in the absence of FGF8 signaling. The fact that cells in

the mes/met were TUNEL positive in the absence of a growth factor suggests

that the cells in the MHB KO were undergoing apoptosis. Gene inactivation

studies in the mouse have suggested two genes, Caspase 3 and Caspase 9, that

look promising for prevention of mes/met cell death (Kuida et al., 1996; Woo et

al, 1998; Kuida et al., 1998; Hakem et al., 1998). We have obtained and bred these

lines to the mice necessary to generate the MHB KO, and generated a double
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knock-out for the Fgf8 MHB KO and Caspase 3. Preliminary results in these

double mutants at E17.5 suggest that, unlike the MHB KO, there is tissue located

in the mes/met. These mutants are currently being analyzed for signs of

mes/met-like patterning (C.L.C., S. Martinez, T. Mak, and G.R. Martin,

unpublished results).

Conclusion

Finally, there are still many questions remaining about the ISO. Of the known

mes/met expressed genes (e.g., Otx1/2, Gbx2, Pax2/5, En1/2, Wnt1, Fgf8), no

gene inactivation has abolished the initial expression of the other mes/met

genes. For now, the signal for establishing the ISO unknown. There is speculation

in the chick that FGF4 from the notochord might induce Fgf8 expression within

the neuroepithelium (Shamim et al., 1999). However expression of Fgf3 has not

yet been observed in the notochord of other vertebrate model systems (reviewed

in Liu and Joyner, 2001). Another mystery involves studies showing that the

midbrain can induce Fgf8 expression in r1 when the existing IsO is surgically

removed. In essence, a new ISO is regenerated from the remaining rostral r1

tissue contacting the mes. Currently, the identity of the secreted signal(s) from

the prospective midbrain to induce Fgf8 and regenerate the ISO from r1 is

unknown (Irving and Mason, 2000).

It is extremely unlikely that FGF8 is the signal that induces the endogenous

IsO, due to the timing of its endogenous expression at the MHB. Its ability to

induce an ectopic organizer is probably a reflection of the normal role of FGF8 in

maintaining IsO gene function and patterning of the mes/met. However, it

remains the main candidate for the ISO signal. If cell death could somehow be
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prevented in Fgf8 mutants, and all early Fgf8 expression removed, then perhaps

the case could be solved. Even in our mutants, some IsC marker expression was

immediately lost. In addition, it will be interesting to discover if the ISO signal

consists of one or several components.

As a final note, it is disconcerting how much more is known about the role of

FGFs in mes/met development in comparison to their cognate receptors, the

FGFRs, perhaps due to their extreme structural complexities and multiple splice

variants. For instance, the comparative expression of FGFRs during early

mes/met development has not been characterized in the mouse, although it has

recently been characterized in the chick (Walshe and Mason, 2000). So far, FGFR1

and FGFR2 may be the potential receptors for FGF8 in the mes/met. Standard

gene inactivation of FGFR1 has resulted in an embryo in which gastrulation is

very perturbed. This embryo also displays major defects in brain development

that are difficult to interpret in a general loss of FGFR1 signaling, which affects

many aspects of early development (Yamaguchi et al., 1994). The FGFR2 knock

out results in a smaller embryo that appears to exhibit normal MHB patterning

(Xu et al., 1998). A tissue-specific inactivation of FGFR1 shows a milder mes/met

phenotype comparable to the partial mes/met deletions in the Fgf8 hypomorph

(Partanen, pers. comm.), which suggests that both FGFR1 and FGFR2 are

necessary for proper mes/met development. Hopefully, eventually more will be

known about the crucial other half of the puzzle. After all, the answer to the

diverse cellular responses to FGF signaling probably lies within the receptors.
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Appendix 1

Protocols

Embryo Whole mount Cell Death Assays

Whole mount In Situ Cell Death Detection by Nile Blue Sulfate

Nile Blue Sulfate (NBS) is a dye that is excluded from live cells with intact

membranes. In contrast, dying or dead cells are stained by NBS because their

compromised membranes can no longer serve as effective barriers to the dye.

The following protocol used for detecting dead cells in the early brain is similar

to a published one used for staining dead cells in the branchial arch (see Ch. 3

references, Trumpp et al, G&D, 1999). However, it is important to note a misprint

in the text (Trumpp et al, G&D, 1999), where the indicated stock concentration is

1000x too concentrated.

For the 100x stock solution, 1 mg of Nile Blue Sulfate Salt (Sigma N-5632) was

dissolved per ml of distilled water, and filtered through Whatman No. 1 paper.

This stock solution can be stored for a few months. For the working NBS staining

solution, the stock solution was diluted to 1x in PBT (using cell culture quality

PBS containing calcium and magnesium) immediately before use. The staining

solution was pre-warmed roughly ten minutes before use (longer incubation

times lead to precipitation of crystals).

Embryos were quickly dissected before immersion in NBS staining solution at

37°C in a covered water bath (photo-sensitive reaction). Incubation times varied
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from 10–45 minutes, depending on stages of embryos. At the mid-point of

incubation, embryos were flipped with forceps to insure that both sides were

equally accessible to the stain. Throughout the procedure, embryos were

monitored every 5 to 15 minutes to achieve adequate staining with minimal

background.

Stained specimens were immediately rinsed with PBS and photographed.

After documentation, embryos were lysed in gentle lysis buffer for genotyping.

Whole mount Cell Death Detection by TUNEL

TUNEL is an assay for detecting broken DNA strands in cells, a common

indicator of apoptosis. In particular, this whole mount TUNEL (terminal

deoxynucleotidyl transferase duTP nick end labeling) protocol was modified

from one developed for cave fish embryos by Allen Strickler (pers. comm.),

which utilizes the Roche TUNEL kit (1684.817), "In Situ Cell Death Detection,

POD." All steps were performed at room temperature unless otherwise noted.

Generally, PBT washes consisted of two washes, five minutes in length, unless

otherwise noted.

Embryos were first harvested in PBS and fixed in 4% PFA. Then, they were

dehydrated through a MeOH/PBT series (33%, 66%, 100%) for long-term storage

in MeOH at -20°C. To begin the assay, embryos were rehydrated through the

MeOH/PBT series, and washed in PBT. Then, for embryos older than 18 som, a

needle or a forcep tip was used to introduce two cuts into the lumen of the brain,

in the forebrain and the hindbrain, to facilitate reagent access and prevent

trapping. Next, embryos were lightly digested with Proteinase K (20 ug/ml) in
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PBT for two to ten minutes, depending on age of embryos, and post-fixed for 20

minutes in a combination of 4% PFA/0.2% glutaraldehyde. After fixation, the

embryos were washed in PBT.

To block the activity of endogenous peroxidases, and hence lower

background staining, embryos were next incubated for an hour in 3% H2O2 in

MeOH. After washing in PBT, the embryos were permeabilized in a solution of

0.1% Sodium Citrate/0.1% Triton X-100 for 5 minutes on ice. They were then

washed again in PBT.

In the next step, the ends of broken DNA in apoptotic cells were labeled with

fluorescein-tagged nucleotides by terminal transferase. Embryos were incubated

in TUNEL Reaction Mix (prepared according to Roche kit instructions). After the

embryos sank into the viscous solution, they were incubated for 1 hr at 37°C.

They were then washed for five times in five-minute washes of PBT. In

preparation for antibody incubation, embryos were incubated in a generic

blocking solution (2% Roche Blocking Powder, 20% heat inactivated sheep serum

in KTBT) for 1 hour.

Embryos were next incubated in converter POD (Roche kit), for 30 min at

37°C, a reaction in which an antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase

detects fluorescein. Embryos were then washed in PBT, in five five-minute

washes. They were then preincubated in diaminobenzidine (DAB, with or

without NiCl2 to make the colored precipitate black rather than brown) for thirty

minutes, and then a microliter of a 1:3 solution of H2O2: H2O was added to

initiate the reaction. The DAB reaction generally took thirty to ninety minutes.
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Embryos were washed three times in PBT to stop the reaction and remove traces

of DAB, and then post-fixed.

Some TUNEL-processed whole mounts were embedded into plastic and

sectioned. Sections were lightly stained with nuclear Fast Red for contrast.

Whole Mount Immunohistochemistry

E9.5-E11.5 embryos were processed by immunohistochemistry in whole mount

for expression of neurofilament as previously published (see Ch. 3 references,

O'Conner and Tessier-Lavigne, 1999), and detailed below.

After harvesting, embryos were fixed in 4% PFA for 2 to 3 hours at room

temperature. Embryos then underwent a series of three ten-minute washes in

PBTr (PBS + 0.1% Triton X-100, for E11.5 and older embryos, PBS + 0.2% Triton).

At this stage, embryos were either stored in PBTr at 4°C for one to three days, or

immediately processed in the following manner.

Embryos were dehydrated through a MeOH/ddH2O series (10%, 30%, 50%,

80%), 15 to 30 minutes per change. To inactivate endogenous peroxidases, they

were next blocked in 80% MeOH:6% H2O, for either 6 hours at room

temperature or overnight at 4°C. Following this step, they were washed in

80%MeOH:ddH2O (three five-minute washes), and then rehydrated back

through the MeOH:ddH2O series into PBTr (after each dilution, embryos will

float and when they sink they are rehydrated).

Rehydrated embryos were washed 3 x 5min in PBTr to remove traces of

MeOH. They were then blocked in freshly made PBSMT (PBTr and 2% nonfat

dry Carnation milk powder), at room temperature for at least two hours.

AT3'
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Embryos were next incubated in supernatant containing the monoclonal

antibody, 2H3 (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, U. Iowa), at 1:200 in

PBSMT for 1-3 days at 4°C. After the antibody incubation, embryos were washed

at least six times (1 hour per wash) in PBSMT at room temperature. They were

next incubated in 1:200 solution of an HRP-linked sheep-anti-mouse secondary

antibody (Amersham Pharmacia NA 931) in PBSMT with 10% heat-inactivated

normal donkey serum (NDS), overnight at 4°C. To remove non-specific binding

secondary antibodies, embryos were first washed four times in PBSMT/NDS

(one change per hour), and then in at least two washes of PBTr (one change per

hour).

For the peroxidase reaction, embryos were pre-incubated in PBS and DAB

(with or without 0.5% NiCl2) for thirty minutes. The reaction was then initiated

by the addition of H2O2 (1:1000). Embryos were developed one at a time to

control background because each reaction was quick (one to five minutes).

Embryos were next washed in PBS, post-fixed, and cleared in either glycerol or

benzyl benzoate:benzyl alcohol (BB:BA, at 1:2) before being photographed. For

glycerol at 80%, embryos were changed through a glycerol:ddH2O series (10%,

30%, 50%, 80%). For BB:BA, embryos were first dehydrated through a

MeOH:ddH2O series into absolute MeOH before immersion in BB:BA.

º'
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